City of Bellevue

Meydenbauer Bay Park and Land Use Plan – Final EIS

CHAPTER 4 – COMMENTS AND RESPONSES ON THE DRAFT EIS
The Draft EIS was published on June 4, 2009. In accordance with SEPA (WAC 197-11-455), the
public was afforded an extended public comment period of 45 days; public comments on the
Draft EIS were accepted through July 20, 2009. A public hearing and open house for the Draft
EIS was held at City Hall on June 23, 2009.
The City received numerous comments on the Draft EIS. Although this chapter uses the term
“letter” to refer to individual commentors/comments, comments were received in various media,
including letters, emails, and standardized comment forms provided by the City at the public
hearing. In addition to the written comments, comments were received at the public hearing via
formal verbal testimony, recorded by a court reporter; a complete transcript from the public
hearing is in the City’s project files and available to the public upon request. In several cases,
people giving formal testimony read from their prepared written comments. Some people or
organizations submitted more than one comment letter and/or gave formal testimony at the
hearing.
The comments are reproduced in this chapter, along with written responses by the City. Table 41 lists the comments received, identifying the source and type of comment (e.g., letter, e-mail).
The comments and the City’s associated responses are presented in Tables 4-2 through 4-4.
Table 4-2 contains the majority of comments received; Tables 4-3 and 4-4 were prepared
separately for two longer comment letters (Letter #3 and #14, respectively). In the tables,
reproductions of pages from the comment letters are shown side by side with the associated
responses to facilitate review. When formal public testimony at the public hearing was the same
as a letter submitted, the testimony is not reproduced in the comment response tables; however,
the full public hearing transcript is in the City’s project files and available to the public upon
request. Some of the letters received also included attachments or supplemental material,
submitted for the record that did not contain specific comments on the Draft EIS or that
duplicated other submittals. Examples include materials previously submitted to the City,
organizational guidance documents, and copies of letters also submitted by the letter’s author.
These attachments are not reproduced in the Final EIS; however, they were reviewed by the City
as part of the preparation of the Final EIS and are on file and available for public viewing at City
Hall as part of the project file.
To facilitate and organize responses, each comment has been assigned a unique alphanumeric
designation. For example, comment 1-A refers to Letter #1, Comment A (the first comment in
Letter #1), followed by 1-B, 1-C, etc. Comment identification numbers are generally shown in
the left margin of each comment letter, with the coded response in the right column.
The City received several different types of comments on the Draft EIS. These included letters
from affected organizations and professionals on behalf of other parties, although most of the
letters and public hearing comments came from neighbors and from City of Bellevue residents
and users of the park. Comments that express an opinion or preference, or that do not address a
SEPA-related issue, may be acknowledged with a response that indicates that the comment is
“noted” and will be directed to appropriate decision makers, if applicable. “Comment noted”
does not imply either agreement or disagreement with the comment. Where a comment requests
additional information, clarification, or correction, the response provides an explanation of the
approach to the analysis or other technical information as it relates to the SEPA analysis.
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Table 4-1. Comments Received on the Draft EIS.
Letter # Individual/Organization
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56

Muckleshoot Indian Tribe, Karen Walter
Meydenbauer Bay Neighbors Association, Marv Peterson
Meydenbauer Bay Neighbors Association, Marv Peterson
Whalers Cove, Ray Waldmann
Ten Thousand Meydenbauer, multiple signatures
Old Main Fueling LLC
Tantallon LLC
Meydenbauer Yacht Club, Rod Bindon
Meydenbauer Yacht Club, Rod Bindon
Bellevue Downtown Assoc., Jill Ostrem and Leslie Lloyd
PACCAR, Daniel Lewis
Robert Bernstein
R.W. Thorpe & Associates
R.W. Thorpe & Associates
Patricia Montgomery
Aaron Dichter
Aaron & Edith Dichter
Pam Ebsworth
Pam Ebsworth
Mildred Barker
Madelaine Georgette
Sandra Boyd
Kathleen Hodge
David Rogoway
Dahlman
John Palevich
Afshan Lakha
Donald Rowe
Pamela Rolfe
C. Marcus Madison
Gordon & Annemarie White
Betty Schwind
Betty Schwind
Donald and Betty Mastropaolo
Betty Kulp
Alyson Goudy
Sue Drais
Sue Drais
Lorraine & Alfred Cordova
Louise Brewer
Louise Brewer/Robert Drexler
Joanne Roddis
Joanne Roddis
Jennifer Wilkins
Denise Jones
David Parker
Anita Skoog Neil
Jerry Baruffi
Amy Williams
David Smukowski
Kevin Paulich
Frank Klein
Mike Burkhalter
Peter Marshall
D.R. O’Hara
D.R. O’Hara
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Medium

Response Pg

Letter
Letter
Letter
Letter
Letter
Comment Form/ Letter
Comment Form/ Letter
Letter
Letter
Letter
Letter
Letter
Letter, Testimony
Letter
Testimony
Testimony
E-mail
Testimony
E-mail
E-mail
E-mail
Letter
Letter
Letter
E-mail
E-mail
E-mail
E-mail
Letter
E-mail
Comment Form
Testimony
Comment Form
Letter
Comment Form
Comment Form
Testimony
Comment Form
Comment Form
Testimony
Comment Form/ Letter
Letter
Letter
Letter
E-mail
E-mail
Letter
Testimony
E-mail
E-mail
E-mail
E-mail
E-mail
Letter
Testimony
Comment Form, E-mail

4-3
4-6
See Table 4-3
4-8
4-11
4-15
4-18
4-20
4-24
4-28
4-30
4-33
4-42
See Table 4-4
4-48
4-49
4-51
4-53
4-56
4-58
4-60
4-62
4-64
4-68
4-70
4-70
4-71
4-72
4-73
4-74
4-74
4-75
4-77
4-78
4-79
4-80
4-82
4-84
4-86
4-87
4-88
4-91
4-92
4-93
4-94
4-95
4-97
4-98
4-101
4-102
4-103
4-104
4-105
4-106
4-109
4-110
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Table 4-2. Comments on the Draft EIS and the City’s Responses (for Most Comments).

Comment (Letter Number, Comment Source)
Letter #1, Muckleshoot Indian Tribe

City’s Response to Comment

1A. The City will coordinate with the Muckleshoot Indian Tribe Fisheries
Division as plan implementation is pursued. See responses to detailed
comments below.
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City’s Response to Comment
1B. Comment noted.
1C. Table 2.5‐1 was rechecked against Figures 1.3‐2 and 1.3‐3 in the Draft EIS
and was found to be consistent. The existing public pier referred to in Table
2.5‐1 is the small pier near the swim beach at the northwest end of the
existing park. That pier would be removed in Alternative 1 but retained in
Alternative 2, as represented both in the table and the figures.
1D. Stormwater conveyance routes will be determined at the project level. If
discharge into the daylighted stream is proposed, stormwater treatment
options will be evaluated.
1E. The value of naturally functioning processes is recognized. Given the site
constraints (relatively small site, narrow stream channel, proximity to
neighboring privately‐owned property), it is likely that a combination of
natural and artificial measures would be used to maximize riparian functions.
1F. Comment noted.
1G. Comment noted. The removal and reconfiguration of some of the
existing public moorage and removal of residential docks would reduce the
number of vertical structures and the amount of overwater coverage
providing this benefit to predators.
1H. Comment noted. The intended incorporation of Low Impact
Development/Natural Drainage Practices into the project would reduce
stormwater discharge impacts on juvenile salmon.
1I. The City will coordinate with the Muckleshoot Indian Tribe Fisheries
Division as plan implementation is pursued.
1J. Information concerning the existing wetlands is provided on Page 3‐51 of
the Draft EIS. These three wetlands total less than 2,000 sq ft in area, and are
rated as Category IV wetlands (the lowest of the categories using the
Wetland Rating System for Western Washington, Revised [Hruby 2004]).
They contain no features that would make them suitable for wildlife use
distinct from a residential lawn extending to the armored shoreline. The City
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City’s Response to Comment
of Bellevue Land Use Code (Part 20.25H LUC – Critical Areas Overlay District)
allows the alteration of Category IV wetlands and buffers under some
circumstances, when appropriate mitigation and enhancement is
implemented to ensure that no habitat, water quality, or hydrologic function
is lost.
All action alternatives propose to relocate the wetlands to accommodate
other park elements. In doing so, the wetlands would be enhanced and
potentially enlarged, and opportunities for enhancement of habitat, water
quality, and hydrologic functions would be explored. More analysis of the
extent to which such enhancements are feasible would occur at the project
level.
1K. Specific design, placement, materials, and mitigation of the floating
boardwalk will be evaluated more closely at the project level.
1L. Specific measures to minimize artificial lighting impacts, such as
screening and shielding, will be evaluated in more detail at the project level.
1M. Comment noted.
1N. The City‘s preference is to relocate this section of the sewer line to an
upland location. This project has been identified as Project S‐58 in the City of
Bellevue FY 2009 – FY 2015 Capital Investment Program. Effects of the sewer
relocation will be analyzed when the project location and other project
information is known.
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Comment (Letter Number, Comment Source)
Letter #2, Marv Peterson, Meydenbauer Bay Neighbors Association

Meydenbauer Bay Park and Land Use Plan – Final EIS

City’s Response to Comment

2A. A hearing is not always required by SEPA; however, the City can and did
opt to conduct a hearing as an added opportunity for the public to comment
on the Draft EIS. When a hearing is held, it must occur no earlier than 15 days
and no more than 50 days following issuance of the Draft EIS. The hearing was
held 19 days after issuance of the Draft EIS and within the designated
timeframe. In addition, in recognition of the public interest in the proposal and
the Draft EIS, the City extended the comment period from 30 days to 45 days
to ensure adequate time for interested parties to provide written comments.
2B. SEPA encourages public agencies to integrate the development of
alternatives with the preparation of the environmental analysis. SEPA also
allows agencies to identify a Preferred Alternative. The City chose to appoint
the Steering Committee to work with the public in developing alternatives for
evaluation in the EIS, and to recommend a Preferred Alternative for the Final
EIS. If a Preferred Alternative is desired, it can be identified at any time in the
EIS process—scoping, Draft EIS, or Final EIS. Designating a Preferred
Alternative does not restrict the lead agency’s final decision. SEPA mandates
that the Final EIS be issued prior to the City Council making any decisions.
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Comment (Letter Number, Comment Source)

Meydenbauer Bay Park and Land Use Plan – Final EIS

City’s Response to Comment
2C. The Draft EIS (page 3‐174) acknowledges that “101st Avenue SE and Main
Street are not functioning well as arterials if through‐traffic diverts to 100th
Ave SE to avoid congestion and delay,” Traffic modeling takes into account
existing traffic volumes and operations for current conditions and projects
future conditions based on anticipated growth and planned transportation
improvements, in addition to traffic generated specifically by each
alternative. Transportation analysis is found in Section 3.9 of the Draft EIS
and Final EIS.

2D. City code, the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) trip generation
manual, and professional judgment determine the required number of
parking spaces necessary to meet the typical daily demand for park users and
minimize overflow into adjacent neighborhoods. Specific parking
requirements will be refined at the time of project‐design and approval to
meet project‐specific demand and any other needs as determined by the City.

2E. Comment and receipt of attachment noted.
2F. Comment noted. These comments were provided to the Steering
Committee for the March 14, 2009 walkabout and were considered along
with other information obtained by the Steering Committee as part of its
process to develop the master plan and alternatives.
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Comment (Letter Number, Comment Source)
Letter #3, Marv Peterson, Meydenbauer Bay Neighbors Association
Letter #4, Whalers Cove

Meydenbauer Bay Park and Land Use Plan – Final EIS

City’s Response to Comment
See Table 4‐3, page 4‐115

4A. Comment noted.

4B. The steep topography of the site will allow the proposed structures to be
constructed to provide multiple viewing opportunities and view corridors.
Selection and location of landscape materials will occur at the project level.
The EIS evaluates options for treatment of the creek in the ravine, including
daylighting the portion located below the bridge.

4C. Parking quantities and locations were determined by the types and
locations of the uses in the park.

4D. See Response 4B, above. All action alternatives, as well as the No‐Action
Alternative, propose retention of the Whaling Building. The EIS evaluates
options for retention, reduction, or reconfiguration of existing moorage. Other
structures are unique in the park system, providing gathering and viewing
opportunities of the waterfront year around.
4E. The EIS evaluates options for different types of commercial uses in the
park, including vendor carts, leased moorage, small watercraft such as
canoe/kayak (referred to as People Powered Vessels or PPVs) rentals, and cafe.
Your preferences concerning commercial uses are noted.
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City’s Response to Comment

4F. Comment noted.

4G. The EIS evaluates options for the treatment of 99th Avenue NE, including
curving it away from Whalers Cove in a northwesterly direction. The Master
Plan is conceptual, and the actual layout of the road will be determined at the
project design level where road standards, shoreline program requirements,
and other design considerations will inform the final road configuration.

4H. The replacement of parking along 99th Ave NE is among the options
evaluated in the EIS (see Alternative 1 and the Preferred Alternative).

4I. The EIS evaluates options for short‐term parking near Pier 1. Final design
will occur at the project level. All action alternatives propose the removal of
existing pier roofs.
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Meydenbauer Bay Park and Land Use Plan – Final EIS

City’s Response to Comment
4J. The transient moorage cannot be located northwest of the existing piers as
it is required to be located at the properties purchased with the help of State
funding. Essentially, this limits the possible transient moorage location to
between 99th Avenue NE and 100th Avenue SE/SE Bellevue Place.

4K. All of the alternatives include emergency access to Whalers Cove and other
residences in the project study area. The City’s emergency service providers
have reviewed the action alternatives and have concluded that the looped
circulation route provided by Meydenbauer Way SE and the shoreline
promenade will allow sufficient emergency access to adjacent properties.
4L. Comment noted.

4M. The EIS evaluates different locations for PPVs, including the location you
recommend.

4N. Comment noted.
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Comment (Letter Number, Comment Source)
Letter #5, Ten Thousand Meydenbauer

Meydenbauer Bay Park and Land Use Plan – Final EIS

City’s Response to Comment

5A. In response to this concern, the City has reviewed options for access to Ten
Thousand Meydenbauer. Final project design will retain direct vehicle access to
the building’s garage for building residents and emergency service vehicle
access to the south side of this building from Meydenbauer Way SE and to the
west side from 100th Avenue SE (retractable bollards south of the building
would restrict non‐emergency access).
Visitor and service/delivery access options could include:
• Visitor parking on the north side of Meydenbauer Way SE, with
pedestrian access to the entry.
• Delivery vehicle parking in the drop‐off/load zone in the turnaround
plaza at Meydenbauer Way SE/SE Bellevue Place.
• Arranging with building residents in advance to access through the
garage and enter via the elevator.
• Parking in the park and walking across to the building.
5B. Traffic impacts related to the closure of 100th Avenue SE are evaluated in
Section 3.9 of the Draft EIS and Final EIS. The original parking study was
prepared in 2007, and verified in 2008. It provides a reliable estimate of a
typical day.
5C. Project‐specific design will be required to include retaining emergency
access to Ten Thousand Meydenbauer and other affected residences in the
project study area.
The City has also heard from residents who support closing 100th Avenue SE to
vehicles.
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Comment (Letter Number, Comment Source)

Meydenbauer Bay Park and Land Use Plan – Final EIS

City’s Response to Comment

5D. The elevated walkway is one of several options evaluated in the EIS to
allow the public to experience spectacular views of the bay. The elevated
walkway would not eliminate the view from Ten Thousand Meydenbauer.
The park shoreline extends 1,250 feet from the existing beach park to the
Meydenbauer Bay Yacht Club.

5E. SEPA does not address property values. However, it is unlikely that Ten
Thousand Meydenbauer property values will decline based on the range of
civic improvements proposed under the action alternatives evaluated in the
EIS. Property values are influenced by many factors, many of which are
subjective; what one person sees as adverse, may be seen by another as
beneficial.
5F. The EIS evaluated alternatives that strike a balance between long‐term
and transient moorage, public access, and shoreline restoration. All action
alternatives broaden the boating community that is served at this public
facility.

5G. We are not aware of studies supporting your concerns about transient
moorage.
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City’s Response to Comment

5H. Noise impacts are evaluated in Section 3.10 of the Draft EIS and Final EIS.

5I. Your preferences concerning commercial uses are noted. The EIS evaluates
options for different types of commercial uses in the park, including vendor
carts, leased moorage, PPV rentals, and cafe. Bellevue Parks are maintained
regularly, and food and litter will not be left to attract rodents.

5J. The Draft EIS considered the scoping comments pursuant to SEPA. Between
April 2007 and August 2009, the Steering Committee held 20 Steering
Committee meetings, attended six public workshops, attended the Draft EIS
scoping meeting and public hearing, and maintained notebooks of every public
comment regarding the project submitted during that time frame, including all
Draft EIS comments. The Steering Committee was charged with representing
all Bellevue residents in making their recommendations for this community‐
wide asset. The Steering Committee did not finalize a Preferred Alternative
until after the close of the Draft EIS comment period, but its direction was
reflected in Alternatives 1 and 2 of the Draft EIS.

5K. The Draft EIS did not discuss project cost, because cost is not a SEPA issue.
The City has demonstrated a commitment to creating an extraordinary
community‐wide asset, which will require capital investment. Phasing and
grant applications can help minimize impacts to taxpayers of project financing.
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City’s Response to Comment
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Comment (Letter Number, Comment Source)
Letter #6, Old Main Fueling LLC
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City’s Response to Comment

6A. Comments noted. The EIS evaluates the impacts of both “road open” and
“road closed” alternatives. The action alternatives that would close this road to
vehicle traffic would provide new vehicle access from 101st Avenue SE to
shared underground parking (for Alternative 2 and the Preferred Alternative).
100th Avenue SE can continue to function as a vital link from Meydenbauer
Bay to the adjacent neighborhoods by creating a pedestrian‐oriented gateway.
Adaptive reuse of the Whaling Building is intended to reflect the historical role
that Meydenbauer Bay played in the beginnings of Bellevue. Historical
acknowledgements could also be conveyed in public art, the nature of which
would be determined at the project level.

6B. An increase in allowable density on the Chevron site is not proposed under
any of the alternatives evaluated in the EIS; current FAR limits would remain in
place. For the DNTN‐OB district, when located in Perimeter Subdistrict A, the
maximum allowable FAR is 3.5 with the proper mix of commercial and
residential (not 5.0). With respect to lot coverage, although the Land Use Code
currently allows a maximum coverage of 100% in the DNTN‐OB district, a 20‐ft
building setback is required from the DNTN boundary (i.e., the south and west
boundaries of the Chevron property).
While the action alternatives evaluated in the EIS do not envision changes to
currently allowed uses, density, or building height on the Chevron site, they do
suggest the reduction or elimination of the DNTN boundary setbacks. This
would allow more flexibility in building siting and footprint configuration on
that parcel, assuming a coordinated approach to redevelopment with
surrounding properties to incorporate appropriate public benefits.
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City’s Response to Comment

6C. No changes to allowable uses in the DNTN‐OB district are proposed by any
of the alternatives evaluated in the EIS.

6D. Comment noted. The EIS evaluates options for weather protection as you
recommend. Further refinement of the landscape design of this area will occur
at the project level.
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Letter #7, Tantallon LLC
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City’s Response to Comment

7A. This oversight is noted. The Tantallon building does have vehicle access
from 100th Avenue NE. Site plan figures in the Final EIS have been modified to
illustrate this access.
7B. Comment noted.

7C. See response to Old Main Fueling (Response 6D).
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Letter #8, Meydenbauer Yacht Club
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City’s Response to Comment

8A. Comment noted.
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City’s Response to Comment
8B. Comment noted. The Draft EIS acknowledges that “101st Avenue SE and
Main Street are not functioning well as arterials if through‐traffic diverts to
100th Ave SE to avoid congestion and delay”. Traffic modeling takes into
account existing traffic volumes and operations, as well as projected future
conditions based on anticipated growth and planned transportation
improvements, in addition to traffic generated by the alternatives reviewed in
the Draft EIS. Transportation analysis for the Preferred Alternative is found in
Section 3.9 of the Final EIS.
WSDOT has delayed implementation of tolls on SR 520 to 2011. There has
been no decision to date whether tolls will be implemented on SR 520 only, or
also on I‐90, or when they would be implemented. If tolls were imposed on
both SR 520 and I‐90, there would be no diversion of trips from one bridge
crossing to the other. If tolls are imposed on SR 520 alone, some diversion of
trips could occur. The implementation of tolling is a revenue generation tool,
but another objective is to manage the time of travel to reduce the congestion
that otherwise impedes flow. Graduated tolls that are highest at the peak time
of travel have been shown to be effective in shifting trips to times of lesser
demand. Also see Comment Letter 9, Response 9B.
Storm sewer, water, and sanitary sewer lines may need to be adjusted at the
time of construction, but the steepness of the slope makes adjustment easier.
Relocation may or may not be required, based on final project‐level design;
costs of any relocation of privately owned or operated utilities will be
determined by contracts between the City and those utilities.
The 100th Avenue SE/Bellevue Place right‐of‐way is 60 feet wide, and extends
about 500 feet. Recognizing the historic significance of the right‐of‐way as well
as other features in the project study area can be done whether or not the
road is closed to vehicle traffic. Surface parking is not the best use of the
limited public space near the shoreline. Also, please see Comment Letter 5,
Response 5A.
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City’s Response to Comment

8C. Comment noted.

8D. The EIS evaluates different options for the location of transient moorage.
The Final EIS evaluates the Preferred Alternative which provides for transient
moorage along the south side of floating boardwalk, and excludes moorage on
the east side of the pier neighboring the Yacht Club’s youth sailing program.
The transient moorage cannot be located northwest of the existing piers as it is
required to be located at the properties purchased with the help of State
funding. Essentially, this limits the possible transient moorage location to
between 99th Avenue NE and 100th Avenue SE/SE Bellevue Place.
8E. The Draft EIS evaluates water quality in Section 3.2 and concludes that
water quality in the bay will be improved by the implementation of either
action alternative because any development will be required to provide state‐
of‐the‐practice site stormwater management and treatment facilities. The
Preferred Alternative includes similar provisions as described in Section 3.2 of
the Final EIS.
The Draft (and Final) EIS acknowledges that the proposal could result in short‐
term increases in siltation due to construction activity. Long‐term siltation
impacts are not expected to result from the project. Construction‐related
activities will be subject to permit requirements, to be determined at the
project level, to control potential impacts such as siltation. The City follows
Department of Ecology guidelines for noxious aquatic weed control,
continually monitoring the marina area to determine if herbicide application is
necessary or appropriate. The City maintains a permit for herbicide application
so that when treatment is needed it can be applied.
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City’s Response to Comment

8F. Comment noted.

8G. Comment noted.
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Letter #9, Meydenbauer Yacht Club
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City’s Response to Comment
9A. Comment noted. See responses to Comment Letter 8, Responses 8B
through 8E.
9B. Use of Traffic Model: The standard practice for identifying future year
traffic impacts is to determine the expected future land use change, then use a
travel demand forecasting model (like the Bellevue‐Kirkland‐Redmond, or BKR
model) to determine needed transportation network improvements. A traffic
operations model (such as Synchro) is often used to determine the predicted
intersection level of service, any intersection impacts, and necessary
mitigation. The projected background traffic volumes built into the 2020
forecast model are based on existing (year 2008/2009) traffic counts.
Impacts on traffic due to closure of 100th Avenue SE: As identified in the Draft
EIS, most of the growth in traffic volumes along Main Street by 2020 will be a
result of background growth, which will be reflected in the No‐Action
Alternative. The Level of Service (LOS) at the intersection of Main Street at
100th Avenue SE, during the 2020 p.m. peak No Action scenario is projected to
be LOS C. The closure of 100th Avenue SE as described in Alternatives 1 and 2
(and the Preferred Alternative) improves the LOS at this intersection because
vehicular movement is reduced (including the elimination of traffic south of
Main Street). Under Alternatives 1 and 2 (and the Preferred Alternative),
additional trips are diverted to 101st Avenue SE, which degrades the LOS at
that intersection. With Alternative 2 (which has slightly higher impacts to
traffic as compared to Alternative 1) the LOS at Main Street / 101st Avenue SE
worsens from LOS C (under No Action), to a LOS E. There is an increase of 121
vehicles during the p.m. peak hour on 101st Avenue SE (south of Main Street)
under Alternative 2, including an additional 72 vehicles in the northbound
direction (or 1.2 vehicles per minute), and an additional 49 vehicles in the
southbound direction. The Draft EIS identifies potential mitigation that can be
used to improve traffic flow on Main Street and at this intersection in
particular, including a signal and westbound left turn lane. These
improvements would require the removal of some on‐street parking on Main
Street. Transportation impacts due to the Preferred Alternative would be
similar to Alternative 1 and slightly less than Alternative 2. Also see Comment
Letter 5, Response 5A.
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City’s Response to Comment
9B (continued). Tolls on SR 520: The Draft EIS analysis years included existing
conditions and year 2020. The City’s BKR Travel Demand Model was used for
both years of analysis, and neither included the assumption of tolls on SR 520
for either existing conditions or year 2020.
WSDOT has delayed implementation of tolls on SR 520 to the year 2011 at the
earliest. There has been no decision to date whether tolls will be implemented
on SR 520 only, or also on I‐90, or when they would be implemented. If tolls
were imposed on both SR 520 and I‐90, there would be no diversion of trips
from one bridge crossing to the other. If tolls are imposed on SR 520 alone,
some diversion of trips would occur. The SR 520 Tolling Report Prepared for
the Washington State Legislature (January 28, 2009) examined a number of
different tolling scenarios ranging from tolling only SR 520 to tolling both SR
520 and I‐90, and also analyzed various toll rates and implementation
schedules. In general, if tolling is implemented on SR 520 alone in 2011, the
peak period traffic on I‐90 will increase anywhere from 2 to 9 percent (1,800 to
8,300 additional trips) depending on the rate and schedule. Direct access
routes to I‐90, such as Bellevue Way, would experience some increases in
traffic volumes. The volume on Bellevue Way is projected to increase from 1 to
3 percent (200 to 500 vehicles) during the peak period, dependent on the rate
and schedule. A similar traffic volume increase could occur on Lake
Washington Boulevard and Main Street due to trips diverted from the Points
communities. People will make other travel decisions including changing travel
times, shifting to transit or ridesharing, shifting to I‐405 or SR 522, or changing
their destination (or telecommuting). The overall effect of the route changes
are distributed across the transportation system. To minimize the effects of
diversion of trips from SR 520, a number of mitigation measures were
identified, including system‐wide traffic monitoring, advanced traffic
technology, and transit service improvements. The implementation of tolling is
a revenue generation tool, but another objective is to manage the time of
travel to reduce the congestion that otherwise impedes flow. Graduated tolls
that are highest at the peak time of travel have been shown to be effective in
shifting trips to times of lesser demand. Toll facilities on the Tacoma Narrows
Bridge and SR 167 have been well‐received by motorists, and no significant
diversion of trips has occurred.
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9B (continued)

Impacts on residential access due to closure of 100th Avenue SE: Under
alternatives that close 100th Avenue SE, the primary access to the Vue
Condominium will remain within the vicinity of its existing primary access,
but will require that vehicles use Meydenbauer Way SE. Primary access to
Ten Thousand Meydenbauer Condominium is currently from Meydenbauer
Way SE. This access point will continue to be open under alternatives that
close 100th Avenue SE. The alternatives also assumed eventual
redevelopment of the Meydenbauer Apartments, with vehicle access from
101st Avenue SE and Meydenbauer Way SE possible. Access to the Yacht Club
is currently from Meydenbauer Way SE, and would continue under
alternatives that close 100th Avenue SE. The nearest fire station (Fire Station
#1) to the properties of concern is at 766 Bellevue Way SE, located to the
south of the study area. Emergency vehicles can access the properties via
101st Avenue SE (from the south) and Meydenbauer Way SE. See also
Comment Letter 5, Response 5A.
9C. See Comment Letter 5, Response 5F. See also Section 3.2 of the Final EIS.
Funds from the State used toward acquisition of the marinas come from the
portion of the state motor vehicle tax paid by all recreational boaters.

9D. We are not aware of studies supporting the premise that boaters using
transient moorage create more problems than boaters at long term
moorage.

9E. See Comment Letter 8, Response 8E.
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10A. Comment noted.
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10B. Initial estimates for vehicle trips and parking demand were generated
based on methods described Comment Letter 2, Response 2D. A more
detailed analysis is not appropriate at this time.

10C. Comment noted. Economic and market feasibility is beyond the scope of
this EIS. However, it is expected that additional feasibility analysis would be
conducted at the project level.
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11A. Comment noted.

11B. All action alternatives evaluated in the EIS reduce the amount of leased
long‐term moorage and provide for people‐powered vessels (PPVs). All
alternatives provide 14 transient slips, broadening the range of boating and
public access to the shoreline. Benefits to water quality, near shore habitat,
and fish are realized by reducing the extent of hard edge where Piers 2 and 3
connect to the shore and restoring a contiguous stretch of shoreline.
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11C. The number of long‐term moorage slips has little impact on Land Use,
except that a reduction in slips requires fewer parking stalls.
11D. Draft EIS page 3‐103 begins the analysis of impacts and benefits of
Alternative 1, which proposes removing Pier 3. Draft EIS page 3‐105 begins
the analysis of the impacts and benefits of Alternative 2.
11E. Reducing and reconfiguring long‐term moorage allows a variety of park
uses and activities to be accommodated, including over‐water access for the
non‐boating public. It also benefits the environment by decreasing over‐water
coverage and allowing shoreline restoration. Reducing the number of slips
could reduce revenue, but also would reduce the cost of managing moorage
and maintaining and replacing aging structures.
11F. Reducing the amount of long‐term moorage, along with eliminating
covered moorage, will open up local views to and from the shoreline. The
remaining long‐term moorage, along with transient moorage, PPV access and
moorage, and pedestrian piers all will contribute to the water‐oriented nature
of the park and provide more opportunities for water access.
11G. The alternatives evaluated in the EIS all recommend short‐term parking
stalls at the marina for loading and unloading. The parking stalls will not be
accessed across the pedestrian pathway. Project‐level design will ensure
adequate separation. The EIS also evaluates several additional options for
parking, including on‐street parking along 99th Avenue NE; in addition, parking
is in either of two underground garages, accessed from 99th Avenue NE,
Meydenbauer Way SE, or Lake Washington Boulevard. Bellevue’s Land Use
Code requires 0.5 parking stall for each moorage slip, which has been
calculated into the total parking demand for the park. Providing limited short‐
term parking stalls immediately adjacent to Pier 1, with additional long‐term
parking located upland, benefits boaters, other park users, water quality, fish,
and near shore habitat by reducing the impervious surface immediately
adjacent to the shoreline.
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11H. The text on page 3‐112 has been corrected to read, “The asphalt parking
area provides approximately 60 spaces and experiences heavy use is fully
utilized during summer weekends and special events (Sasaki 2008).” The text
is accurate regarding special events and some summer weekends. Table 3.9‐5
reflects actual parking lot counts, twice daily for two weeks and three
weekends in August 2008. The table has been updated to in Section 3.9 of the
Final EIS to include the Preferred Alternative.
11I. See Final EIS Section 3.9 for an analysis of parking, loading and unloading
for all marina boaters.
11J. See Response 11G, above. Also, refer to Final EIS Section 3.9.
11K. Facilities for removal of trash, recycling, used oil, etc. will be designed
and incorporated at the project level.
11L. Separation of pedestrian and vehicle traffic is important and will be
carefully designed at the project level. Likely, pedestrian traffic will be
directed water‐ward to avoid conflict with vehicles.
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12A. Technical Report: A transportation technical report was not prepared as
part of the scope of work for the EIS. All of the Synchro files have been
provided to the City, which include specific data on level of service,
intersection queuing, and delay. Trip generation tables and parking demand
tables for the alternatives were provided to the City of Bellevue and are
available upon request.
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12B (Conclusion 1). See responses to specific items, below.

12C (1a). Calibration of Intersection Analysis Software: The intersection
analysis was properly calibrated. To prepare future predicted
approach/departure volumes, the difference between the 2020 model and the
2008 model was added to the 2008 existing actual approaches and departures.
The 2020 predicted approach/departure volumes were then distributed into
turning movements based on the proportions of existing turning movements.
Once the volumes were prepared, they were then manually adjusted to arrive
at a reasonable balance between intersections.
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12D (1b). Private Driveways: The driveways are accounted for in the model.
The imbalance between approaches/departures between intersections
indicates the vehicles that are entering or exiting driveways between
intersections.

12E (1c). Queuing: The Draft EIS identified locations where excessive queuing is
expected to occur for the initial alternatives, as noted in Section 3.9.2.2. The
results for the Preferred Alternative are presented in Section 3.9 of the Final
EIS. In addition, individual queue lengths and LOS for each turning movement
for all intersections analyzed for Alternative 2 (the worst case) are shown in
the chart below (at the end of this letter).
12F (1d). Pedestrian Crossings: The Synchro model includes pedestrian signal
phasing for all signalized intersections. Crosswalks across Main Street, the area
with the greatest amount of congestion, are located at 100th Avenue SE, 101st
Avenue SE, 102nd Avenue SE, midblock between 102nd Avenue SE and 103rd
Avenue NE, 103rd Avenue NE, and Bellevue Way. With the exception of the
midblock crossing, all other crosswalks are at intersections that were analyzed
as part of the traffic analysis.
12G (1e). Saturation flow rates for left turns: The Synchro model uses the
Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) recommendation of a saturation flow rate of
1,900 veh/hour as the default value (TRB 2000). A baseline Synchro model was
provided by the City of Bellevue, and includes the standard practice of using
the default value for the saturation flow rate. At intersections where left turns
are present, the saturation flow rate ranges from 1,442 veh/hour to 1,540
veh/hour. These saturation flow rates for left turns are automatically adjusted
by the Synchro model.
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12H (1f). Effects of Tolls: See Comment Letter 9, Response 9B, above.

12I (Conclusion 2). See responses to specific items, below.

12J (2a). Main Street queuing: See response to 1a, above.
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12K (2b). Episodic Events: The traffic analysis is based on the p.m. peak hour
for a typical day. The City’s traffic standards code specifies that the p.m. peak
hour be used for traffic analysis to satisfy administrative requirements that are
set by policy. Episodic events would occur on rare occasions, and it is difficult
to determine the trip generation or parking demand that would occur with
these types of events. Like similar events that occur throughout downtown
Bellevue (such as the Bellevue Arts and Crafts Fair), it is assumed that a traffic
management plan would be used, and that parking would occur at shared
spaces near the park. It is also assumed that the City would prepare an
overflow parking plan for episodic events, which may include the use of
remote or satellite parking lots, such as Park & Ride lots, and transit shuttles.
Major activities and special events are more likely to occur on weekends when
Park & Ride lots are rarely used.
12L (2c). a.m. Peak Conditions: The traffic analysis is based on the p.m. peak
hour for a typical day. The City’s traffic standards code uses the p.m. peak to
calculate the impacts of the peak period.
12M (2d). Year of Opening Analysis: Year of opening analysis is not typically
needed for a programmatic level EIS. The alternatives are conceptual, and it
has not yet been determined when the park redevelopment or upland parcel
sites would be completed. As the project proceeds to a specific design, project‐
level analysis would be needed prior to permit issuance. The year 2020 traffic
analysis generally provides a realistic timeframe for the park to be fully
completed and upland parcels to be redeveloped.

12N (2e). Individual movements at intersections: Intersection level of service is
generally based on the average delay for all approaches at signalized
intersections, and for the worst approach delay for unsignalized intersections.
While not reported in the Draft EIS, the individual level of service, queue
lengths, and delay for individual movements are available from the City. The
chart at the end of this letter shows the queue lengths and LOS for individual
movements for Alternative 2, the alternative with the worst LOS and delays.
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12O (2f). Pipeline Projects: The travel demand model used for the traffic
analysis assumes the planned / permitted land uses assumed by 2020, which
includes projects currently approved by the City.

12P (2g). Emergency Access: The nearest fire station (Fire Station #1) to the
properties of concern is at 766 Bellevue Way SE, located to the south of the
study area. Emergency vehicles can access the properties via 101st Avenue SE
(from the south) and Meydenbauer Way SE. Confirmation of emergency access
will be required at final design. See Comment Letter 5, Response 5A. The City’s
emergency service providers have reviewed the action alternatives evaluated
in the EIS and have concluded that the looped circulation route provided by
Meydenbauer Way SE and the shoreline promenade will allow sufficient
emergency access to adjacent properties. Emergency access will be reviewed
again at the project level.
12Q (Conclusion 3). Need to keep 100th Avenue SE Open: 100th Avenue SE is
classified as a local street by the City of Bellevue, per the City’s Functional
Classification. The primary function of a local street is to provide access to
adjacent properties of the street. A local street generally should not be used
for through purposes.
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12R (Conclusion 4). Preparation of Comprehensive Circulation and Safety
Analysis: Comment noted.
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13A. Comment noted.
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13B. The EIS is a programmatic analysis, and no project‐level design is
scheduled to occur prior to the adoption of the Shoreline Master Program
Update. The alternatives evaluated in the EIS are consistent with Shoreline
Management Act goals to recognize and protect the state‐wide interest over
local interest; preserve the natural character of the shoreline; result in long‐
term over short‐term benefit; protect the resources and ecology of the
shoreline; increase public access to publicly owned areas of the shorelines; and
increase recreational opportunities for the public in the shoreline. Compliance
with specific regulations that will result from the Shoreline Master Program
Update process will be ensured through project‐level permitting.
13C. The Steering Committee schedule included three meetings to develop a
Preferred Alternative. The June 30, 2009, meeting took place after the Draft
EIS public hearing, which was attended by all committee members. The July 28
and 30, 2009, meetings took place after the close of the comment period. All
Draft EIS comments were received and reviewed by committee members prior
to the July meetings and prior to the committee finalizing a Preferred
Alternative. The selection of a Preferred Alternative is not an action under
SEPA. Also see Comment Letter 2, Response 2B.
13D. On January 22, 2007, the City Council adopted a land use moratorium
covering 13 parcels of land within the study area to enable the planning
process to proceed within a stable planning environment. Figure 1.1‐2: City
Council Approved Study Areas is found on page 1‐7 of the Draft EIS (and is also
included in the Final EIS). The Council adopted a set of planning principles to
guide the project and confirmed a Steering Committee on March 19. The
Council also approved the study area boundaries, which incorporate the lands
affected by the proposal. The qualitative analysis contained in the Draft EIS is
appropriate for a programmatic‐level EIS.
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13E. Comment noted.
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13F. The qualitative analysis in the Draft EIS is appropriate for the
programmatic, or nonproject, nature of the proposal. WAC 197‐11‐442
recognizes that a nonproject EIS will normally have less detailed information
available on its analysis of environmental impacts, and therefore gives the lead
agency more flexibility in preparing the EIS. It further provides that impacts
and alternatives shall be discussed at the level of detail appropriate to the
scope and planning phase of the nonproject proposal. The environmental
analysis undertaken for this proposal is conducted at a broad level; it is not
intended to document impacts at the project level. Individual development
projects that implement the proposal may be required to undergo project‐level
SEPA analysis after they are formally proposed.
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13G. See Response 13B, above.

13H. See Response 13C, above.

13I. See Response 13D, above.

13J. Comment noted.

13K. The City supports the unique character of Old Bellevue, and is not
proposing changes for Main Street where the shops are located.
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13L. Comment noted.

Letter #14, Thorpe
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15A. No waterfront restaurants are proposed under any of the alternatives
evaluated in the EIS. However, the EIS does evaluate a non‐waterfront café in
Alternative 2 and seasonal vendor kiosks in both Alternative 2 and the
Preferred Alternative, which could provide food items. With Public Health
standards, City oversight and regular park maintenance, rodent problems
should not arise. Currently, picnic and barbeque facilities are provided and
used at the existing Meydenbauer Beach Park without rodent problems.
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16A. The Bellevue Marina was purchased for development of a citywide
waterfront park. A marina financial plan was developed in 1998 with the goal
of operating the marina over a 20‐year period to cover the debt service on
general obligation bonds sold for part of the acquisition. Costs for maintenance
and operation of the marina and debt service were factored into the plan, but
no funding was identified for capital work necessary to maintain the function
and integrity of the piers themselves. Cash flow projections for future years are
estimates only, and will likely change over time due to potential changes in the
marina rental market, additional infrastructure needs at the marina, and
changing operating costs for utilities, personnel, and contracted services over
the next 10 years.
16B. The removal of all pier roofs is proposed under all action alternatives. This
will change the immediate marina views, but it does not change the long‐term
moorage use.

16C. The action alternatives evaluated in the EIS strike a balance between
long‐term and transient moorage, public access, and shoreline restoration. No
exclusive facilities for individuals are proposed for transient boaters or people‐
powered vessels, although areas will be dedicated to those uses. Only long‐
term moorage has exclusive use and access of the moorage piers. Also, see
Response 16A, above.

16D. Comment noted.

16E. All action alternatives evaluated in the EIS acknowledge the historic
nature of the marina, through the adaptive reuse of the Whaling Building as a
historic and cultural maritime center.
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16F. The action alternatives evaluated in the EIS broaden the spectrum of
boaters who can access the park by boat.

16G. Comment noted.

16H. Comment noted.
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17A. Comment noted.
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17B. The impacts of road closure were evaluated in the Draft EIS. All action
alternatives retain access to Ten Thousand Meydenbauer. See Comment Letter
5, Response 5A.

17C. Your preference concerning the retention of long‐term moorage is
acknowledged. All alternatives evaluated in the EIS maintain much of the
existing long‐term moorage, in addition to providing 14 transient moorage
slips as required by State funding sources. The No‐Action Alternative evaluates
the retention of existing public moorage.

17D. Comment noted.

17E. Comment noted.
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18A. Comment noted.

18B. The impacts of road closure were evaluated in the Draft EIS. All action
alternatives retain access to Ten Thousand Meydenbauer. See Comment Letter
5, Response 5A.

18C. See Comment Letter 8, Response 8B. Additional information on traffic
impacts is provided in Section 3.9 of the Draft and Final EIS.
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18D. The specific details of commercial vehicle access will be defined during
final design. Noise impacts are discussed in Section 3.10 of the Draft EIS and
Final EIS. Also see Comment Letter 14, Response 14V.

18E. See Comment Letter 2, Response 2R.
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18F. Comment noted. (It is recognized that, although the transcript contains
the word “elects”, the actual word spoken was “neglects”).
18G. Noise impacts were evaluated in Section 3.10 of the Draft EIS. Additional
information on noise impacts is provided in Section 3.10 of the Final EIS; also
see Comment Letter 14, Response 14V. Siltation/sedimentation: See
Comment Letter 8, Response 8E.
18H: The transportation analysis presented in the Draft EIS contains the
standard or appropriate level of analysis for a programmatic EIS, including
access and circulation, traffic operations, collisions/safety, parking, public
transportation, nonmotorized transportation, emergency access, and
mitigation measures for the future alternatives.

18I. Comment noted.
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19A. Comment noted.

19B. The City chose to wait until after the initial alternatives were determined
to decide on the appropriate form, content, and process for meeting our
environmental review responsibilities under SEPA. The City concluded that a
full EIS was the appropriate method by which to evaluate the impacts of the
alternatives, centralize environmental information, and disseminate that
information for public review and comment.
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19C. The Steering Committee did not arrive at a final recommendation until
after the end of the public comment period on the Draft EIS. All Draft EIS
comments were forwarded to the Steering Committee for their review.
Steering Committee members attended the public hearing on the Draft EIS so
that they could hear oral comments first hand.

19D. The Meydenbauer Bay Park and Land Use Plan did not involve a
telephone survey; you may be thinking of the telephone survey that was
conducted for the Shoreline Master Program Update project. Except for
previously collected parking and traffic information, the Draft EIS does not rely
on “survey” information. Early in the planning process (through December
2007), an informal online poll was conducted. Because this was not a scientific
survey and was conducted well in advance of the SEPA process, the results
were not included in the Draft EIS. However, these results were forwarded to
the Steering Committee along with all other public comments received so that
they could be fully informed of public comments as the plan evolved and
leading into scoping for the Draft EIS.

19E. Comment noted.
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20A. Comment noted.

20B. See Comment Letter 18, Response 18C.
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20C. It is acknowledged that park development will result in more visitor
activity at the park and through the adjacent areas. The extent to which this
would increase criminal or other undesirable activity is not clear. While this
may place additional demands on the Bellevue Police Department, it also will
provide the additional safety typical of a more vibrant and active public space.
Nonetheless, in response to increased use, the Police Department has
identified necessary measures to police the park effectively with 100th Avenue
closed. Significant impacts upon Police Department services are not
anticipated.
20D. Comment noted. It is acknowledged that park development will result in
the loss of existing vegetation, including large trees, and will disrupt the
wildlife that use that vegetation. These impacts are described in Section 3.3 of
the Draft EIS and Final EIS. There is no documentation of eagles nesting within
the study area.
20E. Comment noted.

20F. Comment noted.
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21A. Comment noted.
21B. The committee received and considered comments from residents city
wide, and relied upon the Council‐adopted planning principles for guidance.
The Draft EIS concludes that the road closure would result in no significant
adverse impacts. The effects of the Preferred Alternative are addressed in
Section 3.9 of the Final EIS.
21C. The alternatives evaluated in the EIS are intended to balance a variety of
interests, and offer a range of options for incorporation into a final Master
Plan. The alternatives include natural areas as well as constructed features.
21D. Several committee members live, work, and/or own property in the
immediate neighborhood.
21E. Comment noted.
21F. The Steering Committee schedule included three meetings to develop a
Preferred Alternative. The June 30, 2009, meeting took place after the Draft
EIS public hearing which was attended by all committee members. The July 28
and 30, 2009, meetings took place after the close of the comment period. All
Draft EIS comments were received and reviewed by committee members prior
to the July meetings and prior to the committee finalizing a Preferred
Alternative. The selection of a Preferred Alternative is not an action under
SEPA.
21G. See Response 21B, above.
21H. Comment noted.
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21I. Comment noted.
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City’s Response to Comment

22A. Comment noted.
22B. Refer to Comment Letter 5, Response 5A.
22C. Traffic impacts related to the closure of 100th Avenue SE are evaluated in
Section 3.9 of the Draft EIS and Final EIS. The impacts of leaving 100th Avenue
SE open to one‐way traffic northbound would fall between the No‐Action
Alternative and the closure of 100th Avenue SE. As described in Section 3.9.2
of the Draft EIS, 2020 traffic volumes and LOS show higher traffic volumes,
greater delays, and failure of one intersection, under the No‐Action
Alternative, compared to existing conditions. Whether or not the project is
implemented, traffic problems will occur without City action. Several projects
are underway and/or planned by the City to address growing traffic volumes.
These projects are described in Section 3.9 of the Draft EIS on pages 3‐180 and
3‐192.
22D. Refer to Comment Letter 5, Response 5A.
22E. Your preferences regarding commercial uses and the community building
are acknowledged. The EIS evaluates a range of options for types and extent of
commercial activity within the park, including vendor kiosks, small watercraft
(e.g., canoes and kayaks) rental, boat moorage at the marina, and a café.
Alternative 1 and the Preferred Alternative do not include a café.
22F. Comment noted. The Vue Condominiums do not front on 99th Avenue
NE, and therefore rerouting their access to 99th Avenue is impractical.
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City’s Response to Comment

22G. The EIS evaluates different options for the location of a PPV launch and
its relationship to the swim beach and parking, including the location you
suggest.
22H. Parking will be required based on the uses ultimately approved for the
park during project‐level design. Dispersing parking throughout the park will
provide convenience for users and reduce potential for concentrating
congestion.
22I. The design details of the elevated pier have not yet been developed. The
graphics contained in the Draft EIS are conceptual. The Steering Committee
expressed its interest in keeping the design as light and transparent as possible
and appropriate in scale to surrounding structures. According to their web
page, Portland’s over‐water walkway referenced in and submitted with this
comment letter is installed 30 feet above the river, similar to the elevated pier
proposed in Alternative 2 and the Preferred Alternative.
22J. Transient moorage is currently proposed at 14 slips; however, we are not
aware of studies supporting claims that transient boaters differ in behavior
from boaters at long‐term moorage.
22K. Comment noted.
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City’s Response to Comment

23A. Comment noted.

23B. The transportation analysis is based on a 2020 model and includes
projected traffic from all known proposed developments, including City plans,
private development permits, projects under construction, and anticipated
traffic and parking generated by both the land use and park elements of the
project.
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23C. 100th Avenue SE is classified as a local street by the City of Bellevue, per
the City’s Functional Classification. The primary function of a local street is to
provide access to adjacent properties of the street. A local street generally
should not be used for through traffic purposes. The Draft EIS acknowledges
the impacts to the intersection of Main Street at 101st Avenue SE when 100th
Avenue SE is closed. The LOS is expected to degrade from a LOS C under the
No‐Action Alternative, to a LOS E under Alternatives 1 and 2. Under Alternative
2, The total number of additional vehicles that are projected to use 101st
Avenue SE as a result of the closure of 100th Avenue SE is 130 vehicles during
the p.m. peak hour (northbound and southbound). In the northbound
direction, there would be an additional 72 vehicles. As described in Section 3.9
of the Final EIS, transportation impacts under the Preferred Alternative would
be similar to Alternative 1 and slightly less than Alternative 2

23D. The traffic counts for existing conditions were based on traffic counts
provided by the City. The City has a comprehensive ongoing traffic count
program citywide. The same traffic count locations are used continually to
verify changes to counts over a period of time. The traffic counts used for the
Draft EIS were conducted between 2007 and 2009. Traffic counts for Main
Street at 100th Avenue NE were conducted on June 5, 2008. Traffic counts for
Main Street at 102nd Avenue NE were conducted on September 12, 2007.
Traffic counts for Main Street at Bellevue Way were conducted on January 14,
2008. Traffic counts for Lake Washington Boulevard at 99th Avenue were
conducted on March 16, 2009. The same traffic counts are used in the Final
EIS.

23E. See Comment Letter 23, Response 23D.
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23F. See Comment Letter 23, Response 23D.
23G. The Synchro model (for both existing and future conditions) includes
pedestrian signal phasing for all signalized intersections. Crosswalks across
Main Street, the area with the greatest amount of congestion, are located at
100th Avenue SE, 101st Avenue SE, 102nd Avenue SE, midblock between 102nd
Avenue SE and 103rd Avenue NE, 103rd Avenue NE, and Bellevue Way. With the
exception of the midblock crossing, all other crosswalks are at intersections
that were analyzed as part of the traffic analysis. The Draft EIS does address
the improvements to pedestrian facilities within the study area that are
expected to be implemented under the No Action Alternative and both action
alternatives in Section 3.9.2.2, under the Non‐Motorized Transportation
element. These include improvements to be constructed through the City’s
existing programs and plans (i.e., Bellevue Pedestrian and Bicycle
Transportation Plan), improvements to pedestrian facilities anticipated as a
result of the redevelopment of the upland parcels, and pedestrian facilities
constructed as part of the park project. Furthermore, the Collisions and Safety
element addresses the improvement to overall pedestrian safety as a result of
the new pedestrian facilities. These same improvements are expected to be
implemented under the Preferred Alternative (Section 3.9 of the Final EIS).
23H. See Comment Letter 9, Response 9B, above.
23I. No density bonuses or increases are proposed for the Brant Photography
and Chevron site under any of the three action alternatives, although the
Chevron site will be included within the overly district. A package of
development incentives including increased density is proposed for other sites
in the study area, and is intended to encourage coordinated redevelopment to
create physical and visual corridors and public spaces between structures to
provide connections between Downtown Park, Old Bellevue, Wildwood Park,
and Meydenbauer Bay. Density increases on those sites were based on
economic modeling that identified the minimum incentive needed to
encourage redevelopment.
23J. Comment noted.
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23K. Comment noted.

23L. Comment noted.
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City’s Response to Comment
24A. The analysis conducted indicates congestion on Main Street under
existing conditions, and in the future under the No‐Action Alternative. While
the action alternatives result in additional traffic volumes on Main Street,
above the volumes under No‐Action, the vast majority of traffic volumes under
the action alternatives are a result of the background growth, not attributed to
the park development alternatives or upland parcel redevelopment. Under the
No‐Action Alternative, the total p.m. peak volume on Main Street between
100th Avenue SE and 101st Avenue SE is 1,115 vehicles. Under Alternative 2, the
total volume is 1,250 vehicles. This represents a 12 percent growth in traffic
volumes at this location as a result of the park project, redevelopment of
upland parcels, and closure of 100th Avenue SE. In examining the volumes on
Main Street under Alternative 2, comparing 100th Avenue SE open or closed,
the difference in volumes is relatively minor. As stated earlier, under
Alternative 2 (with 100th Avenue SE closed), the total p.m. peak volume on
Main Street between 100th Avenue SE and 101st Avenue SE is 1,250 vehicles.
Under Alternative 2a (with 100th Avenue SE open), the total p.m. peak volume
on the same segment is 1,201 vehicles (a difference of 49 vehicles). This
represents a 4 percent growth in traffic volumes at this location as a result of
closing 100th Avenue SE. Under Alternative 2, any future development
currently underway (including the One on Main condominium) is assumed as
part of the future land use assumption in the 2020 BKR model.
24B. See Comment Letter 24, Response 24A.
24C. See Comment Letter 9, Response 9B, and Comment Letter 24, Response
24A. It is anticipated that many of the visitors to the park will either walk or
bike to it, especially residents of downtown Bellevue and Meydenbauer Bay.
The pedestrian promenade included in Alternatives 1 and 2 and the Preferred
Alternative is designed to encourage more pedestrian activity, and improve
pedestrian connections from Old Bellevue and Downtown Park to
Meydenbauer Bay Park.
24D. The Draft EIS identifies potential mitigation measures in Section 3.9.3.1,
Traffic Mitigation. One of the potential improvements identified was the
installation of a signal at Main Street at 101st Avenue SE.
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City’s Response to Comment
24D (Continued). Under Alternative 2 (with 100th Avenue SE closed), the
installation of a signal would improve the northbound delay to 33.9 seconds
(as opposed to 43.8 seconds with a stop sign). The overall intersection level of
service would improve from a LOS E to a LOS C. However, it was also noted
that long delays and backup would occur in the westbound direction through
102nd Avenue due to the absence of a westbound to southbound left‐turn lane,
which is made worse by a signal. The long delays experienced in the eastbound
direction are due to the long vehicle queuing at Main Street and Bellevue Way
and the delays due to signalization of the Main Street/101st Avenue
intersection. Therefore, the installation of a signal at Main Street / 101st
Avenue SE would not improve the delay without a left‐turn pocket. Adding a
50‐foot left‐turn pocket would require the removal of existing on‐street
parking. Transportation impacts related to the Preferred Alternative are similar
to Alternative 1 and slightly less than Alternative 2.
24E. Comment Noted. Transportation analysis shows that closing 100th
Avenue SE to vehicle traffic will not create significant adverse impacts. Also see
Section 3.9 of the Final EIS.
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25A. Accessibility will be improved by the implementation of any of the action
alternatives. As a public agency, and in response to requirements of our
funding agencies (especially the Washington State Recreation and
Conservation Office), we are required to comply with the Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA). Such access will be required to the shoreline and to key
elements of the park such as the marina and the swim beach, through the
grand entry, along the shoreline, and at least one overwater structure will
likely be required. Accessible parking will also be provided near key features,
including the marina. (Note: The “following conclusion” referred to in this
comment email was not included with the email.)

Letter #26, Palevich

26A. Comment noted.
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City’s Response to Comment
27A. Comment noted.
27B. Osprey are designated by WDFW as a Priority Species and their nesting
locations mapped. An osprey nest was once located in an artificial nest box on
a pole at Meydenbauer Marina near the end of 99th Avenue NE back in 1998.
Under permit, the nest box was moved to a live fir tree in Meydenbauer Beach
Park, where the osprey resided through 2004. Since spring 2005, the osprey
pair has nested at Hidden Valley Sports Park, about 1.25 miles from the original
nest location. Currently, there is no known osprey nesting activity in the
vicinity.
27C. An early Steering Committee concept was to increase the natural feel of
the ravine and west end of the park, gradually increasing public activity and
uses toward the east as the park transitions to an urban edge bounded by
multi‐family and commercial uses on Main Street. An overriding committee
goal was to improve the ecology of the site, reflected in contiguous stretches
of shoreline restoration and habitat improvement, daylighting of at least a
portion of the creek, removal of non‐native species in the ravine, wetland
enhancement, reduction of impervious surface, introduction of stormwater
treatment opportunities, and reduction in overwater coverage. Increasing
development or revenue was not a Steering Committee goal.
27D. The Steering Committee was provided with 12 planning principles by the
City Council, which the committee used to guide its deliberations and to
develop a recommended Preferred Alternative that is described and evaluated
in the Final EIS.
27E. Comment noted.
27F. See Response 27D, above.
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28A. The EIS evaluates several opportunities for enhancing the natural
environment within the park, including enhancing the west side of the park by
daylighting part or all of the stream, removing non‐native vegetation,
preserving a forested hillside, and restoring shorelines and wetlands. Moving
east in the park, more active recreation is provided, including the relocated
swim beach and picnic facilities. The EIS evaluates a range of options for types
and extent of commercial activity within the park, including vendor kiosks,
small watercraft e.g., canoes and kayaks (PPVs) rental, and boat moorage at
the marina, and a café. Your preference regarding commercial uses is
acknowledged.
28B. Your preference concerning the retention of long‐term moorage is
acknowledged. All alternatives evaluated in the EIS maintain long‐term
moorage, in addition to providing 14 transient moorage slips as required by
State funding sources. The No‐Action Alternative evaluates the retention of
existing public moorage. In addition, a launch and temporary moorage for PPVs
is included in the action alternatives, broadening the boating community who
will benefit from the public marina.
28C. Comment noted.
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29A. Comment noted.
29B. Traffic impacts related to the closure of 100th Avenue SE are evaluated in
Section 3.9 of the Draft EIS and Final EIS.
29C. Reducing and reconfiguring moorage allows a variety of park uses to be
accommodated. In addition, the changes allow the moorage piers to be more
consistent with current design standards and regulations, and allow
restoration of a sizeable portion of the shoreline.
29D. Your preferences regarding these features are acknowledged.
29E. Comment noted.
29F. Comment noted.
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City’s Response to Comment

30A. Comment noted.

Letter #31, White (Comment Form)

31A. Traffic impacts related to the closure of 100th Avenue SE are evaluated in
Section 3.9 of the Draft EIS. Section 3.9 of the Final EIS addresses impacts
related to the Preferred Alternative.
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City’s Response to Comment
32A. Garbage receptacles would be provided in the park to contain debris and
litter. The number and location of garbage receptacles will be determined at
the project level. Ongoing litter cleanup in the park will be a responsibility of
park maintenance staff.

32B. Impacts on wildlife are evaluated in Section 3.3 of the Draft EIS and the
Final EIS.

32C. Traffic impacts related to the closure of 100th Avenue SE are evaluated in
Section 3.9 of the Draft EIS. Section 3.9 of the Final EIS addresses impacts
related to the Preferred Alternative.
32D. The Fire Department has reviewed the alternatives evaluated in the EIS
and has concluded that sufficient emergency access will be provided to
adjacent properties and the general neighborhood located south of Main
Street.
32E. Comment noted.
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33A. Comment noted.
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34A. EDAW has a number of offices and disciplines within the firm. One team
of designers and planners is assigned to the master plan and public process,
and another team of scientists, planners, and engineers is preparing the SEPA
documents. EDAW and its subconsultants, Perteet and Moffat and Nichol,
possess the necessary credentials, professional background, and expertise to
prepare SEPA documents such as this one. The firm’s familiarity with the
proposal allows better integration of the planning and environmental review
processes.
34B. See Comment Letter 9, Response 9B; Comment Letter 23, Response 23C;
and Comment Letter 24, Response 24A.

34C. See Comment Letter 14, Response 14V.

34D. The funding in question is through the Washington State Recreation and
Conservation Office. Based on the requirements of the State funding program,
it is not feasible to return the money and eliminate transient moorage.
34E. Any of the action alternatives would improve the ecology of the site
because they include stream daylighting, native landscaping, shoreline
restoration, new storm water treatment facilities, and reduced impervious
surfaces and overwater coverage.
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35A. Comment noted.
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36A. Several Steering Committee members live, work, and/or own property in
the immediate neighborhood.

36B. Comment noted.

36C. Any of the action alternatives would improve the ecology of the site over
the long term because they include shoreline restoration, reduction in
impervious surface, opportunity to provide stormwater treatment facilities,
and reduction in over water coverage.
36D. Comment noted.
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36E. The vision to create a signature waterfront park on Meydenbauer Bay and
create visual and physical connections from upland areas to the waterfront has
been embodied in the City of Bellevue Comprehensive Plan and Parks & Open
Space System Plan for more than 20 years. The planning process was begun in
early 2007, and a project website was created to provide project and contact
information. Public meetings were held May 15 and July 15, 2007. Meeting
notices were posted in Old Bellevue, in local grocery stores and coffee shops,
published in the newspaper and online, and mailed to local residents. Steering
Committee meetings were noticed and held April, May, June, and July of 2007.
36F. Comment noted.
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City’s Response to Comment

37A. Comment noted.

37B. Any of the action alternatives would improve the ecology of the site
because they include shoreline restoration, reduction in impervious surface,
opportunity to provide stormwater treatment facilities, and reduction in over
water coverage. The EIS evaluates a range of alternatives for accommodating
long‐term moorage. All action alternatives would reduce long‐term moorage
by varying amounts; all alternatives would provide 14 transient slips for visiting
boaters to enjoy the park, visit Old Bellevue, Downtown Park, or Wildwood
Park. The number of parking spaces provided will be determined by the
facilities and uses included in the final plan and will be need to provide
adequate capacity to serve park users on a typical day.
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City’s Response to Comment

37C. Traffic impacts related to the closure of 100th Avenue SE are evaluated in
Section 3.9 of the Draft EIS. Section 3.9 of the Final EIS addresses impacts
related to the Preferred Alternative.

37D. Comment noted.
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38A. See Comment Letter 13, Response 13B regarding the Shoreline Master
Program Update process. These comments do not address the Meydenbauer
Bay Park and Land Use Plan project.

38B. Comment noted.
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38C. Comment noted.

38D. Although the City is currently preparing the Meydenbauer Bay Park and
Land Use Plan, the concept and underlying policies for such a plan have been
included in the City’s adopted Comprehensive Plans and Park and Open Space
Plans for more than 20 years.

38E. Any of the action alternatives would improve the ecology of the site
because they include shoreline restoration, reduction in impervious surface,
opportunity to provide stormwater treatment facilities, and reduction in
overwater coverage. Noise impacts are evaluated in Section 3.10 of the Draft
EIS and Final EIS. Garbage cans and Parks Department maintenance staff will
help minimize and control litter.

38F. Comment noted.
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City’s Response to Comment

39A. Comment noted.

39B. Traffic impacts related to the closure of 100th Avenue SE are evaluated in
Section 3.9 of the Draft EIS. Section 3.9 of the Final EIS addresses traffic
impacts related to the Preferred Alternative.
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City’s Response to Comment
40A. Siltation/sedimentation is recognized as an existing concern of many
shoreline residents. Also, see Comment Letter 8, Response 8E.
The Draft (and Final) EIS acknowledges that the proposal could result in short‐
term increases in siltation due to construction activity. Long‐term siltation
impacts are not expected to result from the project. Construction‐related
activities will be subject to permit requirements, to be determined at the
project level, to control potential impacts such as siltation.

40B. Traffic impacts related to the closure of 100th Avenue SE are evaluated in
Section 3.9 of the Draft EIS and Final EIS.
40C. Noise impacts were evaluated in Section 3.10 of the Draft EIS and Final
EIS. Also see Comment Letter 14, Response 14V.
40D. Comment noted.

40E. Comment noted.
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City’s Response to Comment

41A. Traffic impacts related to the closure of 100th Avenue SE are evaluated in
Section 3.9 of the Draft EIS. Section 3.9 of the Final EIS addresses traffic
impacts related to the Preferred Alternative.
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41B. Comment noted.

41C. Comment noted.
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City’s Response to Comment
41D. Evaluation of the impacts of Alternatives 1 and 2 on water quality,
wildlife, and noise is contained in Sections 3.2, 3.3, and 3.10 of the Draft EIS,
respectively. Impacts of the Preferred Alternative are evaluated in Sections 3.2,
3.3, and 3.10 of the Final EIS, respectively.

41E. The action alternatives evaluated in the Draft EIS, as well as the Preferred
Alternative evaluated in the Final EIS, are estimated to increase the number of
dwelling units in the study area by a total of 55 over the No‐Action Alternative,
not from 74 units to 156 units. Evaluation of the impacts of Alternatives 1 and
2 on wildlife are contained in Section 3.3 of the Draft EIS; see Section 3.3 of the
Final EIS for an evaluation of impacts of the Preferred Alternative.
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City’s Response to Comment

42A. Comment noted.
42B. Most of these impacts were evaluated in Sections 3.2 (Surface and Water
Quality), 3.10 (Noise), and 3.11 (Air Quality) of the Draft EIS; additional
evaluation is provided in Sections 3.2, 3.10, and 3.11 of the Final EIS. Those
sections identify potential measures to mitigate potential impacts. Specific
mitigating measures will be identified at the project level. The action
alternatives evaluated in the EIS eliminate most of the parking and asphalt at
the shoreline edge, and reduce the number of permanent moorage slips. These
elements of the proposal should be beneficial to water quality.
42C. Traffic impacts related to the closure of 100th Avenue SE are evaluated in
Section 3.9 of the Draft EIS. Section 3.9 of the Final EIS addresses traffic
impacts related to the Preferred Alternative.
42D. Pedestrian crossing routes and lighting systems will be addressed at the
project level.
42E. Comment noted. Project‐specific design will incorporate applicable
building code and safety‐related standards.
42F. See Comment Letter 20, Response 20C.
42G. Traffic impacts resulting from Alternatives 1 and 2 are evaluated in
Section 3.9 of the Draft EIS; traffic impacts resulting from the Preferred
Alternative are evaluated in Section 3.9 of the Final EIS. With respect to
parking, the park is intended to provide sufficient parking on‐site to
accommodate visitors during typical use periods.
42H. Comment noted.
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City’s Response to Comment

43A. Comment noted.

43B. Comment noted.

43C. The purpose of the EIS is to disclose and evaluate the impacts of a
proposal, so that the decision‐making body is as informed as possible about
those impacts prior to making a decision. The Preferred Alternative is not a
foregone conclusion; the City Council will make the final decision on the
proposal.
43D. It takes many years for a project such as this to come to fruition; this
project has been envisioned in the Bellevue Comprehensive Plan for more than
20 years, and has undergone (to date) more than 2 years of planning.
Permitting, financing, and construction will take several more years.
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City’s Response to Comment

44A. The new park will adhere to all applicable policies and regulations. The
action alternatives evaluated in the EIS contain many features intended to
improve environmental quality. The EIS evaluates the environmental impacts
of potential commercial uses.

44B. Noise impacts are evaluated in Section 3.10 of the Draft EIS and Section
3.10 of the Final EIS. Limitations on transient moorage and other park activities
will be reviewed at the project level and can be adjusted as appropriate over
time.

44C. The City has no plans to pursue subsidizing or purchasing business
interests on Main Street.
44D. Graphics contained in the EIS are conceptual in nature; design details of
park components such as the viewing platform will be determined at the
project level.

Chapter 4 – Comments and Responses on the Draft EIS
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City’s Response to Comment

44E. Comment noted.

Letter #45, Jones

45A. Comment noted.

45B. Comment noted.
45C. Comment noted.

Chapter 4 – Comments and Responses on the Draft EIS
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Comment (Letter Number, Comment Source)
Letter #46, Parker

Meydenbauer Bay Park and Land Use Plan – Final EIS

City’s Response to Comment

46A. Comment noted. See Response 46C below
46B. Comment noted. The City performs routine outfall maintenance which
includes removal of accumulated sediments at the mouth of the outfall located
at the Meydenbauer Bay Yacht Club property. These City activities reduce
siltation and shallow‐water conditions. The Draft EIS evaluates water quality in
Section 3.2 and concludes that water quality in the bay will be improved by the
implementation of any of the action alternatives because any development will
be required to provide state‐of‐the‐practice site stormwater management and
treatment facilities. Section 3.2 of the Final EIS provides similar analysis related
to the Preferred Alternative. Also see Comment Letter 8, Response 8E, and
Comment Letter 46, Response 46C and 46D.
46C. Siltation/sedimentation is recognized as an existing concern of shoreline
residents. The Draft (and Final) EIS acknowledges that the proposal could result
in short‐term increases in siltation due to construction activity. Long‐term
siltation impacts are not expected to result from the project. Construction‐
related activities will be subject to permit requirements, to be determined at
the project level, to control potential impacts such as siltation. Also see
Comment Letter 8, Response 8E.
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Comment (Letter Number, Comment Source)
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City’s Response to Comment
46D. The City has an easement, unrelated to the Meydenbauer Bay Park and
Land Use Plan, across the Meydenbauer Bay Yacht Club parking lot for a
stormwater outfall. As a condition of the easement, the City performs routine
outfall maintenance which includes removal of accumulated sediments at the
mouth of the outfall, and provides measures to contain floatable debris during
high flow events. The City is undertaking these measures as part of its program
to maintain its stormwater facilities and minimize operational effects.
46E and 46F. Comments noted.
46G. All of the action alternatives would improve long‐term water quality,
through implementation of shoreline restoration and habitat improvements,
daylighting of at least a portion of the creek and removal of non‐native species
in the ravine, wetland enhancement, reduction of impervious surfaces,
introduction of stormwater treatment opportunities, and reduction in total
moorage and overwater coverage.
46H. The City does not own or control the lake. Permits are required for
property owners to apply herbicides. Both public and private waterfront
property owners can apply for these permits to control aquatic noxious weeds
on their shorelands. Http:\\www.govlink.org\watersheds\8\action\lakeside‐
living\aquatic‐weeds.aspx describes various methods that waterfront property
owners can use to manage aquatic weeds.
46I. The Shoreline Management Act is a State law that requires the City to
prepare a Shoreline Master Program (SMP) pursuant to Department of Ecology
guidelines and in 2003 required cities to update their SMPs in accordance with
new Ecology guidelines. The latter process is underway. Shoreline setbacks are
part of those guidelines. The new park will be required to comply with the
regulations that result from the SMP Update process, and conformance with
those regulations will be ensured through the permitting process.
46J. See Response 46G, above.
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Comment (Letter Number, Comment Source)
Letter #47, Skoog Neil

Meydenbauer Bay Park and Land Use Plan – Final EIS

City’s Response to Comment
47A. See Section 3.10 of the Final EIS and Comment Letter 14, Response 14V
for additional discussion of noise impacts.
47B. Except for signage, none of the uses identified in this comment
(restaurants, shops, multifamily residential/resorts, educational facilities,
public boat launch [except for PPV launch], fuel dock, residential live‐aboard
marine uses, dry stacked storage, ferry landing) are included in the shoreline
jurisdiction under any of the action alternatives evaluated in the EIS. Signage
will likely be provided as necessary to convey park‐related information and
regulations or directional information. Signage needs will be determined at the
project level.
The Meydenbauer Bay Park and Land Use Plan has followed the progress of the
Shoreline Master Program Update process, and has taken into consideration
existing shoreline regulations and policies, as well as Washington State
guidelines for the SMP Update. The action alternatives evaluated in the EIS are
consistent with the goals of the Shoreline Management Act. The new park will
be required to adhere to all applicable shoreline policies and regulations in
effect at the time of project implementation.
47C. Steering Committee members were each provided with a copy of the
Draft EIS, and were presented with a summary of the Draft EIS findings at their
June 18, 2009 meeting. The committee attended the June 23, 2009, public
hearing on the Draft EIS and heard the testimony first‐hand. They were also
provided copies of all written comments received on the Draft EIS during the
public comment period. The committee developed a Preferred Alternative
after the close of the Draft EIS comment period and after receipt and
consideration of all comments. While the Steering Committee has
recommended a Preferred Alternative, no final decision on an alternative has
been made. The City Council will be the decision maker. That decision will be
informed, in part, by the EIS, which will be completed prior to the Council
taking action.
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Comment (Letter Number, Comment Source)
Letter #48, Baruffi (Public Hearing Transcript)

Meydenbauer Bay Park and Land Use Plan – Final EIS

City’s Response to Comment

48A. See Comment Letter 25, Response 25A.

48B. Comment noted.
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Comment (Letter Number, Comment Source)

Meydenbauer Bay Park and Land Use Plan – Final EIS

City’s Response to Comment

48C. The impacts of noise are discussed in Chapter 3.10 in the Draft EIS and
Section 3.10 of the Final EIS. Also see Comment Letter 14, Response 14V.

48D. The City will develop administrative and operating policies for managing
transient moorage.
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Comment (Letter Number, Comment Source)

Meydenbauer Bay Park and Land Use Plan – Final EIS

City’s Response to Comment

48E. We are not aware of studies supporting the premise that boaters using
transient moorage create more problems than boaters at long‐term moorage.

48F. Comment noted.
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Comment (Letter Number, Comment Source)
Letter #49, Williams

Meydenbauer Bay Park and Land Use Plan – Final EIS

City’s Response to Comment

49A. Comment noted.

49B. Transportation and noise impacts are evaluated in Sections 3.9 and 3.10
of the Draft EIS. Sections 3.9 and 3.10 of the Final EIS address impacts related
to the Preferred Alternative. The park will accommodate a wide variety of
visitors, including those who want to walk, relax, and view the water.

49C. Comment noted.
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Comment (Letter Number, Comment Source)

Meydenbauer Bay Park and Land Use Plan – Final EIS

City’s Response to Comment
49D. Water quality, fish, and noise impacts are analyzed in Sections 3.2, 3.3,
and 3.10 of the Draft EIS and Final EIS, respectively. See also the responses to
Comment Letter 1.
49E. Comment noted.

49F. A blog was not established for the Meydenbauer Bay Park and Land Use
Plan. It is possible that the referenced blog is the one established for either the
Shoreline Master Program Update project or the Parks & Community Services
Park and Open Space Plan update.

Letter #50, Smukowski

50A. Comment noted.

50B. It is likely that the park will be constructed in phases. A phasing plan will
be developed at a later date.
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Comment (Letter Number, Comment Source)
Letter #51, Paulich

Meydenbauer Bay Park and Land Use Plan – Final EIS

City’s Response to Comment

51A. Comment noted.
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Comment (Letter Number, Comment Source)
Letter #52, Klein

Meydenbauer Bay Park and Land Use Plan – Final EIS

City’s Response to Comment

52A. All alternatives evaluated in the EIS provide moorage for 14 transient
boaters, a category that includes day use.
52B. Comment noted.

52C. Comment noted.

52D. Accommodation of a wider range of interests and activities is one of the
reasons for the reduction of permanent moorage slips in the action
alternatives. Another is to provide access to the water through a variety of
means, including access for non‐boat owners. Still another is to create the
opportunity to restore the shoreline to a more natural condition by removing
much of the hardened shoreline edge.
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Comment (Letter Number, Comment Source)
Letter #53, Burkhalter

Meydenbauer Bay Park and Land Use Plan – Final EIS

City’s Response to Comment

53A. Comments noted.

53B. The transient moorage cannot be placed northwest of the existing piers
because of State funding source requirements that require the transient
moorage to be located at the properties which the State funds helped
purchase (essentially, between 99th Avenue NE and 100th Avenue SE).
53C. Comments noted. Emergency access will be retained as part of project‐
design.

53D. Comment noted.
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Comment (Letter Number, Comment Source)
Letter #54, Marshall

Meydenbauer Bay Park and Land Use Plan – Final EIS

City’s Response to Comment

54A. Comment noted.

54B. The proposal balances the amount of long‐term moorage and its desire to
continue providing this service with other project goals such as public access,
shoreline restoration, and transient moorage. Providing a broader range of
services necessitates a reduction in long‐term moorage slips. There is no
requirement to maintain a certain minimum number of slips (e.g., 25), except
for the 14 transient moorage slips required as a condition of funding.

54C. The specific number of long‐term slips will be finalized at project‐level
design. Slip sizes vary to provide an opportunity to moor a variety of boat sizes.
The City has always provided moorage on a first‐come/first‐served basis. A
waiting list is maintained. Policies will be developed to implement the
reduction in long‐term slips.
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Comment (Letter Number, Comment Source)

Meydenbauer Bay Park and Land Use Plan – Final EIS

City’s Response to Comment

54D. Activities that might be programmed in on‐site buildings include summer
day camp programs for youth, instruction for boating projects to be carried out
at the Whaling Building, other art and recreation programs, community group
meetings, and other similar activities. As with all park community buildings,
private use can be accommodated if space is available and the purpose and
use are consistent with park rules and policies.
54E. Comment noted. Overwater coverage reflects all such structures,
including moorage, pedestrian access piers, and boardwalks.

54F. Comment noted. Benefits of the floating boardwalk include widening the
narrowest part of the park, carrying some of the pedestrian traffic farther from
adjacent private condominiums, providing space for required transient
boating, allowing a contiguous stretch of shoreline to be restored to a more
natural condition and providing an over water experience for the non‐boating
public.
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Comment (Letter Number, Comment Source)
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City’s Response to Comment

54G. Comment noted.

54H. Comment noted.
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Comment (Letter Number, Comment Source)
Letter #55, O’Hara (Public Hearing Transcript)

Meydenbauer Bay Park and Land Use Plan – Final EIS

City’s Response to Comment
55A. Comment noted.
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Comment (Letter Number, Comment Source)
Letter #56, O’Hara (Comment Form, E‐mail)

Meydenbauer Bay Park and Land Use Plan – Final EIS

City’s Response to Comment

56A. Comment noted. The Steering Committee received substantial public
input, and considered that input along with the Steering Committee charge
and the planning principles approved by Council, in identifying a Preferred
Alternative which is evaluated in this Final EIS. The two action alternatives
(Alternatives 1 and 2, including 1A and 2A) and the No‐Action Alternative
evaluated in the Draft EIS reflect a wide range of choices that have been
evaluated and configured by the Steering Committee into a Preferred
Alternative that in their collective judgment best meets the charge and
planning principles.
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Comment (Letter Number, Comment Source)

Meydenbauer Bay Park and Land Use Plan – Final EIS

City’s Response to Comment

56B. Comment noted. These comments were submitted earlier and were
considered in the Draft EIS, to the extent applicable.
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City’s Response to Comment
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City’s Response to Comment
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Table 4-3. Comments on the Draft EIS and the City’s Responses (Letter #3).

Comment (Letter Number, Comment Source)
Letter #3, Meydenbauer Bay Neighborhood Association

City’s Response to Comment

3A. Comment noted.

3B. Comment noted. The City received the second letter from MBNA dated
November 12, 2008, and considered it along with other scoping letters. A
copy was inadvertently omitted from the Draft EIS.
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Comment (Letter Number, Comment Source)

Meydenbauer Bay Park and Land Use Plan – Final EIS

City’s Response to Comment
3C. The November 12, 2008, letter from MBNA titled “The City of Bellevue’s
Waterfront Park—A Park for the 21st Century” was submitted during the
scoping period (October 10, 2008 –November 12, 2008) and was considered
as a scoping comment.
3D. MBNA’s concerns regarding the walkabout also were included in MBNA’s
June 23, 2009 Comment Letter, as noted in response to Comment Letter 2.
3E. MBNA’s oral comments at the Draft EIS public hearing were submitted in
writing at the hearing, along with attachments; see responses to Comment
Letter 2.
3F. Comment noted. See response below to Attachment 4.
3G. Comment letters from R. W. Thorpe & Associates, Inc. and Robert
Bernstein P.E. were submitted separately by each consultant. Responses to
these letters are provided as responses to Comment Letters 12, 13, and 14.
3H. Comment noted.
3I. The purpose of scoping is to help focus the EIS on significant
environmental issues and identify alternatives. Although the November 12,
2008, scoping letter was inadvertently omitted from the Draft EIS appendix,
all scoping comments received were forwarded to EDAW, the lead consultant
for the Draft EIS, and they have confirmed receipt and consideration of the
comments. The Draft EIS addresses SEPA issues at a programmatic level.
Much of the October 15, 2008, and November 12, 2008, requested analysis is
included in the Draft EIS; some of the other analyses will be conducted later at
the project‐specific level, as applicable.
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Comment (Letter Number, Comment Source)

Meydenbauer Bay Park and Land Use Plan – Final EIS

City’s Response to Comment
3J. SEPA requires the evaluation of the No‐Action Alternative, which provides
a benchmark from which the other alternatives can be compared.
The No‐Action Alternative is typically defined as what would most likely
happen if the proposal did not occur. The No‐Action Alternative in the Draft
EIS reflects the most likely development under existing zoning in the project
study area. The No‐Action Alternative also reflects conditions required by
various park funding sources, such as decreasing impervious surface,
providing waterfront access, and including transient moorage. This most likely
future without the proposal is not the same as existing conditions.

3K. Comment noted. The planning principles were approved by Council to
help guide the Steering Committee in its work. They are qualitative and
subjective. As such, they are subject to differing interpretations of their
intent, relative importance, and implementation. The Steering Committee
spent substantial time discussing the planning principles and their charge.
They considered options for balancing various principles and developed a
Preferred Alternative that, in their collective judgment, is consistent with the
principles. The City Council will ultimately determine consistency with the
planning principles.
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Comment (Letter Number, Comment Source)
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City’s Response to Comment

3L. See Comment Letter 2, Responses 2A. and 2B. Formal Notice of the Draft
EIS availability was provided per SEPA rules. Between April 2007 and August
2009, the Steering Committee held 20 Steering Committee meetings,
attended six public workshops, attended the Draft EIS public hearing, and
maintained notebooks of every public comment regarding the project
submitted during that time frame, including all Draft EIS comments.
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Comment (Letter Number, Comment Source)
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City’s Response to Comment

3M. Robert Thorpe also submitted this comment letter and it is included and
responded to as Comment Letter 14.
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Comment (Letter Number, Comment Source)
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City’s Response to Comment

3N. See response m. above
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Comment (Letter Number, Comment Source)
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City’s Response to Comment

3O. Robert Bernstein also submitted this comment letter, and it is included
and responded to as Comment Letter 12.
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Comment (Letter Number, Comment Source)

Meydenbauer Bay Park and Land Use Plan – Final EIS

City’s Response to Comment

3P. The Walkabout Points of Impact were not submitted as scoping comments
or as comments on the Draft EIS. The Points of Impact were, however,
submitted to the Steering Committee and the project team and were
considered during development of the initial Master Plan alternatives.

3Q. Comment noted. See specific response below to Appendix 4.
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Comment (Letter Number, Comment Source)
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City’s Response to Comment
3R. Comment noted. The Draft EIS identifies both benefits and impacts
associated with modifying the amount of available moorage.

3S, 3T, 3U. Receipt of Appendices 1, 2, and 3 noted.

3V+. Comments and responses for Appendix 4 follow.
3PP, 3QQ, 3RR. Receipt of Appendices 5, 6, and 7 noted.

Chapter 4 – Comments and Responses on the Draft EIS
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Comment (Letter Number, Comment Source)

Meydenbauer Bay Park and Land Use Plan – Final EIS

City’s Response to Comment

3V. Comment noted.

3W. Comment noted.

3X. Comment noted.

3Y. Comment noted.

3Z. Comment noted.

3AA. Major pathways within the park need to meet ADA requirements,
regardless of parking opportunities.

Chapter 4 – Comments and Responses on the Draft EIS
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City’s Response to Comment

3BB. Comment noted.

3CC. Comment noted.
3DD. Comment noted.
3EE. Comment noted. Several ADA parking spaces and short term parking
spaces for loading and unloading would be provided near the moorage piers
under each action alternative. Longer term parking would be located farther
away. Specific solutions to separating pedestrians and vehicles will be
developed as part of the project level design.

3FF. Comment noted.

3GG. Comment noted. The action alternatives include a range of public uses
and parking options. The details of pedestrian access and orientation will be
key considerations during project design.
3HH. Comment noted.

3II. Comment noted.
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Comment (Letter Number, Comment Source)
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City’s Response to Comment

3JJ. Comment noted. Specific details, like precise dock length, will be
addressed during project design.

3KK. Comment noted.

3LL. Comment noted.

3MM. Comment noted.

3NN. Comment noted. The EIS evaluates options for both eliminating and
retaining parking in the ravine.
3OO. Comment noted. The EIS evaluates options for both partial and total
daylighting of the stream through the park.
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Table 4-4. Comments on the Draft EIS and the City’s Responses (Letter #14).

Comment (Letter Number, Comment Source)
Letter #14, R.W. Thorpe

City’s Response to Comment

14A. Comment noted.

14B. The Steering Committee developed a hybrid alternative on July 30, 2009.
That hybrid is the recommended Preferred Alternative analyzed in the Final
EIS.

14C. These factors were considered in the development of alternatives. A
hybrid is included in the Final EIS.
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City’s Response to Comment

14D. Comment noted.

14E. The qualitative analysis in the EIS is appropriate for the programmatic, or
nonproject, nature of the proposal. WAC 197‐11‐442 recognizes that a
nonproject EIS will normally have less detailed information available on its
environmental impacts, and therefore gives the lead agency more flexibility in
preparing the EIS. It further provides that impacts and alternatives shall be
discussed in the level of detail appropriate to the scope of the nonproject
proposal and to the level of planning for the proposal. The environmental
analysis undertaken for this proposal is conducted at a broad level; it is not
intended to document impacts at the project level. Individual development
projects that implement the proposal may be required to undergo project‐level
SEPA analysis after they are formally proposed.
14F. Cumulative effects for this nonproject action are relevant to the
transportation impacts. To the extent that increased density has a cumulative
effect, it is reflected in the contribution to traffic within the study area. By
design, the transportation analysis is based on a 2020 model and includes
projected traffic from all known proposed developments, including City plans,
private development permits, projects under construction, and anticipated
traffic and parking generated by both the land use and park elements of the
project. Therefore, cumulative effects are reflected in the transportation
analysis summarized in Section 3.9 of the Draft EIS and Final EIS.
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City’s Response to Comment
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City’s Response to Comment
14G. Comment noted.
14H. Comment noted.
14I. To the extent that existing dwelling units are removed to accommodate
redevelopment in the future as a result of the proposal, and to the extent that
those dwelling units are defined as affordable at the time of redevelopment,
their removal will result in a reduction in the City’s affordable housing stock
unless replaced with new affordable housing either on site or elsewhere in
the city. However, the alternatives evaluated in the EIS are not expected to
have a significant adverse impact on the City’s ability to achieve either its
affordable housing or household and employment goals. Affordable housing
goals are addressed in the City’s Comprehensive Plan, as mandated by the
Washington State Growth Management Act (GMA). The City is planning for a
housing supply that will meet the needs of all economic segments of the
community, and is working toward achieving the housing targets established
in coordination with the King County Growth Management Planning Council
and adopted in the Countywide Planning Policies. Similarly, the GMA planning
framework includes the establishment of 20‐year household and jobs targets
for the City. Bellevue’s targets are 10,117 additional housing units and 40,000
additional jobs by the year 2022. The City has determined, based in part on a
Buildable Lands Report (City of Bellevue 2008), that it has the zoning capacity
to meet these targets.
14J. The current density of individual parcels in the areas where increased
density is proposed ranges from 30 to 60 dwelling units per acre. As described
in Section 2.6.1 of the Draft EIS, 60 units per acre was determined through
market analysis to be the minimum density needed to facilitate, although not
ensure, redevelopment. Properties will not be required to redevelop; they can
remain in their present state if the owners so choose.
Density, height, and FAR increases are not proposed for “underutilized”
parcels (i.e., Brant Photography and Chevron) (in fact, no height increases are
proposed for any parcel), as the City expects these parcels will redevelop over
time consistent with their DNTN‐OB(A) zoning.
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City’s Response to Comment
14K. 100th Avenue SE will continue to function as a vital link from
Meydenbauer Bay to the adjacent neighborhoods, by creating a pedestrian‐
oriented gateway. Adaptive reuse of the Whaling Building is intended to
reflect the historical role that Meydenbauer Bay played in the beginnings of
Bellevue. Historical acknowledgements could also be conveyed in public art,
the nature of which would be determined at the project level. The impacts of
road closure on traffic circulation were evaluated in Section 3.9 of the Draft
EIS. Additional information specific to the Preferred Alternative is contained in
Section 3.9 of the Final EIS.
14L. Traffic impacts are analyzed in Section 3.9 of the Draft and Final EIS. Also
see Response 14I, above.
14M. The traffic analysis in the Draft EIS and in the Final EIS evaluates
transportation impacts to the year 2020, and takes into account
redevelopment of currently underdeveloped parcels. Adverse impacts on
“Highest and Best Use” are speculative and not considered likely.

14N. The City has considered access and emergency access to surrounding
properties, in particular Ten Thousand Meydenbauer. Access is available from
Meydenbauer Way SE and from the bottom of 100th Avenue SE with bollards
or other methods to limit access to emergency vehicles. Specific solutions will
be developed at the project‐design level. See Comment Letter 5, Response 5A.

14O. Emergency access to the Vue Condominiums is available from both Lake
Washington Boulevard and the shoreline promenade. Emergency service
providers have reviewed the action alternatives evaluated in the EIS and are
satisfied that adequate emergency service can be provided in the event of
emergency.
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City’s Response to Comment
14P. The planning principles were approved by the Council to guide the
Steering Committee in its work. The principles are qualitative and subjective.
As such, differing interpretations of their intent or the extent to which they
are fulfilled by any alternative is expected. The Steering Committee spent
substantial time discussing the planning principles and studying options and
arrived at a Preferred Alternative that they determined is consistent with
their charge and with the principles. The City Council will ultimately
determine whether the principles have been fulfilled and appropriately
balanced.
In response to some of the specific questions/concerns raised in this section,
this added information or clarification is provided:
Comment: “No information has been provided to justify the need to increase
density which would result in increased traffic and other services”.
Response: The density increase is based on market research and economic
modeling conducted by the City’s economic consultant (EPS, Inc.) during the
land use phase of this project. EPS determined that 60 dwelling units per acre
was the minimum density needed to entice redevelopment in the affected
areas.
Comment: “Bonuses or incentives should be focused on those few properties
with transitional land uses, such as the gas station or photography studio,
already zoned CBD‐OB‐SubA.”
Response: Because these two properties are located in the DNTN‐OB(A)
district, which allows a wide range of uses, FAR of up to 3.5, and building
heights of up to 55 feet, no additional incentives in terms of uses, density, or
heights were determined necessary to encourage their redevelopment.
Comment: “The type of vegetation proposed in the development scenarios
will also eliminate the potential for views from residences along Lake
Washington Blvd.”
Response: A landscape/vegetation plan has not been developed. That will
occur at the project level.
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Comment: “No new commercial activity should be incorporated into the
plan.”
Response: Your preference regarding commercial uses is noted. The EIS
evaluates a range of options for types and extent of commercial activity.
Limited expansion of retail activity is envisioned east of 100th Avenue SE
(south of Main Street); options evaluated for commercial activity within the
park itself include vendor kiosks, small watercraft (e.g., canoe and kayak
[PPV]) rental, and boat moorage at the marina, and a cafe.
Comment: “However, extensive use of building structures throughout the park
is not in line with the intent of the Council.”
Response: The Council has not expressed its intent concerning buildings. Few
buildings are proposed, although a range of structures is evaluated under the
action alternatives.
Comment: “Incorporation of an elevated boardwalk does not “improve
shoreline characteristics”; disruption of the bay through demolition and
construction of new piers does not “improve water quality”.”
Response: The plan overall represents improved shoreline characteristics and
water quality conditions over the long term due to the opportunity for new
stormwater treatment facilities, shoreline restoration, stream daylighting,
conformance with current regulations applicable to over‐water structure
design, and other features. The EIS recognizes that there will be short‐term
impacts associated with in‐water/over‐water construction, and that not every
individual component of the proposal will improve water quality conditions.
No adverse impacts on the shoreline or water quality have been identified
with respect to the elevated boardwalk.
Comment: “The city should consider appropriate uses in the historic
preservation of the Whaling Building and related structures.”
Response: That is the intent. Specific uses will be determined at the project
level.
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Comment: “If bonus incentives are needed to facilitate redevelopment of
older uses, then the multiple family residential properties should be rezoned to
a more compatible density such as R‐45, and other incentives, if needed,
should be limited to those properties located with the Downtown Subarea
(Brant and Chevron Properties)”.
Response: As stated in Section 2.6.1 of the Draft EIS, the option of an R‐45
density was eliminated from consideration because it did not provide
sufficient financial incentive to cause redevelopment. Density incentives are
not necessary for the Brant Photography and Chevron sites due to the current
use, density, and height allowances of their DNTN‐OB(A) zoning.
Comment: “Any modifications to allowable land uses as a result of the
Meydenbauer Bay Park Plan must be consistent with and be allowed under the
existing and proposed Shoreline Master Program.”
Response: At the Master Plan level, the alternatives evaluated in the EIS are
consistent with the state guidelines and will be required to be consistent with
the goals and policies for Shoreline Master Program (SMP) Updates.
Implementation of the plan will require conformance with any specific
regulations that result from the City’s SMP Update process. Such conformance
will be determined at the project level.
Comment: “In addition, final decisions have been made by the Steering
Committee prior to receipt of finalized EIS Comments from the public.”
Response: The Steering Committee’s selection of a recommended Preferred
Alternative occurred at the end of July 2009, after the close of the Draft EIS
comment period. The committee attended the June 23, 2009, public hearing
on the Draft EIS, and was forwarded all public comments received during the
comment period prior to arriving at its recommendation. Identification of a
Preferred Alternative is not a decision or an action under SEPA. A final
decision on the proposal has not yet been made, and can only be made by the
City Council after completion of the environmental review process.
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14Q. The EIS acknowledges that amendments to the City’s Comprehensive
Plan and Land Use Code will be needed to implement the proposal. These
amendments include laying the foundation in the Comprehensive Plan and
developing the implementing regulations in the Land Use Code to
accommodate changes to land use, density, and dimensional regulations in
exchange for public benefits. Whether this will be accomplished through a new
land use district, overlay district, or other zoning tool has not yet been
determined. In addition, Comprehensive Plan Amendments may be needed to
reconcile any differences between existing policies and the Master Plan in its
final version as adopted by the Council. It is possible that amendments to the
Downtown, North Bellevue, and Southwest Bellevue subarea plans (of the
Comprehensive Plan) will be necessary, since portions of the study area are
located in all three.
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14R. Comments/recommendations noted.
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14S. The planning principles were approved by the Council to guide the
Steering Committee in its work. They are qualitative and subjective. As such,
differing interpretations of their intent or the extent to which they are fulfilled
by any alternative is expected. The Steering Committee spent substantial time
discussing the planning principles and studying options and arrived at a
Preferred Alternative that they determined is consistent with their charge and
the principles. The City Council will ultimately determine whether the
principles have been fulfilled and appropriately balanced. In response to some
of the specific questions/concerns raised in this section, added information or
clarification is provided:
Comment: “Keep moorage for transients to the west of the Whaler building or
eliminate it from the plan.”
Response: Requirements of the funding sources used to purchase the marina
properties require that transient moorage for at least 14 boats be provided
on/at the property the funds helped purchase. It must be provided between
99th Ave NE and 100th Ave SE/SE Bellevue Place. It cannot be eliminated.
Comment: “The addition of commercial food kiosks, a café, additional storage
warehouses and/or community buildings (rented for public use, including
catered food service) to the park has been a concern of the Meydenbauer Bay
community...”
Response: Concerns of the community with respect to these uses are
acknowledged. The EIS evaluates a variety of uses and their impacts at a
programmatic level.
Comment: Various comments relating to visual quality, visual simulations,
and renderings.
Response: A number of graphics and visual simulations were included in the
Draft EIS to illustrate concepts represented by the various alternatives. They
are not intended to cover every possible vantage point, nor are they intended
to convey final design or landscape treatments or details. Graphics have been
updated where appropriate to reflect the Preferred Alternative (see Chapters
1 and 2 and Section 3.7 of the Final EIS).
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Comment: “A dead end at the end of 101 Ave NE could cause motorist to turn
around in the middle of the street or in private driveways...”
Response: This is a speculative concern and therefore not appropriate for
review in the EIS. It should be noted that any project‐level design would be
required to accommodate adequate vehicle turn‐around at the terminus of
Meydenbauer Way SE.
Comment: “The permits to construct Program Element no. 15; a public dock
with viewing platform as proposed in Alternative 1 and many other
components of the alternatives are inconsistent with the 25 foot buffer area
required in the Critical Area Ordinance.”
Response: The Critical Areas Overlay District (Part 20.25H LUC) allows “New
or expanded City and public parks” within a critical area, critical area buffer,
or critical area structure setback, subject to performance standards contained
in LUC 20.25H.055.C.3.g, 20.25E.080.B, and 20.25E.080.R. Where compliance
with those performance standards cannot be demonstrated, the underlying
requirement of the Critical Areas Overlay District will apply. This will be
determined at the project level.
Comment: “The Floating pedestrian boardwalk program Element no. 17 of
Alternative 2 is also not predictable due to permitting questions...”
Response: The Draft EIS recognizes that the floating boardwalk “may be more
difficult to permit with state and federal agencies as it proposes overwater
cover of shallow water habitat (more critical for juvenile salmonids).” (Draft
EIS, page 3‐108). The Draft EIS recognizes that such construction might trigger
habitat creation to address adverse effects on habitat, and that the design
might be required to consider increased light transmission through over‐
water structures, minimizing the number of pilings, or other measures.
Alternative 1 contains no floating boardwalk. The Preferred Alternative shifts
the floating boardwalk farther from the shoreline, thereby reducing its
nearshore impacts compared to Alternative 2. Permitting requirements will be
determined at the project level.
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Comment: “The placement of restrooms in Alternative 1 puts young
swimmers out of sight of watching parents, and near the intersection of
transient loading.”
Response: The EIS evaluates different locations for restrooms, some closer to
the swim beach than others. Similarly, the EIS evaluates transient moorage
location options that reflect different relationships to both the swim beach
and the restrooms.
Comment: “The elimination of significant moorage erases a chapter in the
history of Meydenbauer Bay and should be addressed in the Final EIS as an
unmitigated impact.”
Response: Comment acknowledged. Leased moorage will be reduced at this
location. Nonetheless considerable moorage will remain in the bay. The
effects of reducing public moorage are analyzed in Sections 3.5 and 3.6 of the
Draft and Final EIS.
Comment: “A lighting mitigation plan should be included in the FEIS.”
Response: This will be addressed at the project level.
Comment: “A City application for Enviro Stars Clean Marina Certification is
underway, & the City anticipated receiving the 2 year certification by August
2009”. Please define.
Response: EnviroStars is a program available to businesses across the Puget
Sound region certifying companies based on their practices and policies that
demonstrate commitment to protecting the environment by properly
managing and reducing hazardous waste. The program is sponsored by
government agencies, and in King County the program is a service of the Local
Hazardous Waste Management Program, King County Department of Natural
Resources & Parks. Certification is based on the agency’s hazardous waste
storage and disposal practices, spill prevention, record‐keeping systems, and
pollution prevention practices which go beyond requirements. The City
received certification for the Bellevue Marina on August 24, 2009.
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14T. Comments noted. A number of graphics and visual simulations were
included in the Draft EIS to illustrate concepts represented by the various
alternatives. They are not intended to cover every possible vantage point, nor
are then intended to convey final design or landscape treatments or details.
Graphics have been updated where appropriate to reflect the Preferred
Alternative (see Section 3.7 of the Final EIS).
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14U. Although the Draft EIS does not contain section drawings, the
inconsistency between the separately prepared Section Location map and the
Section drawing is noted.
14V. As described in Chapter 2 of the EIS, most elements of the environment
are evaluated in a qualitative, not quantitative, approach because of the
programmatic nature of the project. SEPA does not require site‐specific,
quantitative noise modeling as part of the environmental review process.
Based on professional judgment and review of the project, site‐specific noise
modeling is not proposed as part of the environmental analysis in the EIS
based on the fact that the project would not create any new noise sources or
substantially alter existing sources. However, general quantitative noise
estimates were incorporated into the analysis where appropriate based on
industry‐accepted professional standards. Noise propagates over water at the
same rate as over any hard surface (‐6 dB per doubling of distance), such as
parking lots (CalTrans 1998). However, the analysis does not specifically take
into account the topography of the project region because no substantial
changes to topography would occur under any alternatives, and, as stated
below, no new noise sources (including additional motor‐powered watercraft)
or changes to existing noise sources that would substantially increase noise
would occur along the waterfront. While the action alternatives would
increase the numbers of park users and upland residents, as stated in the
Draft EIS, no new noise sources would be created by the project; noise levels
would remain similar to existing conditions at all receivers surrounding the
project site, including those across water, under all alternatives.
The methodology to evaluate noise‐related impacts involved site
characterization, consideration of applicable noise standards and regulations,
analysis of potential noise‐related impacts associated with the alternatives,
and determination of significance. As presented in the analysis, two potential
noise sources would exceed the 57 dBA threshold for Environmental
Designations for Noise Abatement (EDNA) for EDNA zone A parcels, which are
established by zoning area.
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City’s Response to Comment
14V (continued). These two sources include motorboat noise (estimated using
source noise levels from Latorre and Vasconcellos [2001] and sound
propagation formulas from the Federal Transit Administration [2006]) and
landscape maintenance (estimated using source noise levels from EDAW
[1997] and sound propagation formulas from the Federal Transit
Administration [2006]). These noise sources (which are also present under
existing conditions) are estimated to result in periodic, short‐term noise levels
of 59 dBA (for motorboats) and 80 dBA (for landscape maintenance) to the
nearest sensitive receptors under the project alternatives. Personal watercraft
(e.g., jetskis) were not specifically evaluated, as distinct from other motor‐
powered watercraft; however, this existing use would not change as part of
the proposal. Activities related to watercraft would be reduced some under all
action alternatives, which reduce the amount of moorage at the marina.
Noise associated with Meydenbauer Bay Park is exempt from EDNA noise
standards under BCC 9.18.020 during normal park hours, and the local police
jurisdiction would typically enforce quiet hours to reduce disturbance and
annoyance after hours. Noise‐producing activities would be exempt during
daylight hours, restricted by local city code during night time hours, and
enforced by local police. Therefore, sleep disturbance, human annoyance, and
noise in excess of applicable standards would be mitigated to less‐than‐
significant levels. The analysis conducted is appropriate for the program‐level
review and provides sufficient information for decision‐makers.
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